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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In 1930 W. Paul! proposed a hypothetical particle In order to explain the continuous 
nature of beta spectrum as well as to save the angular momentum conservation law. He 
suggested that the missing energy in the beta decay X -^Y-¥e~ might be carried by some 
unseen weakly interacting, neutral and massless particle and he called it neutron. After 
the discovery of today's neutron(member of nucleon doublet) by J. Chadwick in 1932, E. 
Fermi rechristened it as neutrino and gave his celebrated theory of weak interaction which 
was constructed in analogy with the Dirac's formulation of quantum electrodynamics. 
In the Standard Model(SM) of particle physics, there are six charged lcptons(e^ .^.^.T"^) 
and six neutral leptons(fe, Pei t'/i' ''M- '^T, I'T)- It was Ue which was first detected by F. Reines 
and C. L. Cowan in 1956 at Savannah River Plant in South Carolina. Since then much 
emphasis has been put to understand the nature of this elusive particle. Photons and 
neutrinos are the most abundant elementary particles in the universe. So, to know the 
mysteries of the universe, we must also understand the properties of neutrinos. Neutrinos 
can penetrate the entire planet without interacting even with a single grain. In Table-1.1, 
we have summarized the present understanding of the neutrinos [1]. Number of flavors of 
neutrinos from the standard model fit to LEP data is N=2.984±0.008 [1]. 
There are various sources of neutrinos which are coming continuously from all direc-
tions. Below we have listed some of the major sources of neutrinos [2, 3]: 
Solar neut r inos : Nuclear fusion reaction is taking place inside the core of the Sun. The 
Flavors Mass 
<2(eV) 
<0.19(MeV) 
<18.2(MeV) 
Magnetic moment(^B) 
<0 .32xl0-" ' 
<6.8xl0-^" 
<3.9xl0-^ 
Table 1.1: Upper limits of neutrino masses and their magnetic moments. 
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Sun is powered by the two groups of thermonuclear reactions i<nown as the pp chain 
and CNO cycle. The basic reaction is given by 
4p + 2e- ->" He + 2i/e + 26.731MeV^ (1.1) 
In such processes the emerged neutrinos have energy which ranges from keV to few 
tens of MeV. Solar neutrinos were first detected in 1970 in the Homcstakc experi-
ment. Since then solar neutrinos have been observed by many terrestrial detectors 
like Kamiokande, Super-Kamiokandc, GALLEX/GNO, SAGE, etc. 
Atmospheric neutrinos : Atmospheric neutrinos are produced in the decay of sec-
ondary cosmic ray particles (mainly pions and kaons) which in turn arc produced 
during the interaction of primary cosmic ray particles(mainly protons and alpha 
particles) with the Earth's atmosphere. The basic reaction is given by 
TT"*" - • /i"*" + f^  ; ^^ -» e+ + I/e + P^ 
7 r ~ - ^ / x ~ - I - P ^ ; pr ^ e~ +Ue + v^. (1.2) 
Energy of these neutrinos ranges from few tens of MeV to 100 GcV. The neutrinos 
of energy above iGeV are mainly produced in the decay of 
KL ^ 7r± + e=P + i/e(i>e). (1-3) 
Supernova neutrinos : When the mass of the white dwarf reaches the Chandrasekhar 
limit (Mc ':^ 1.4Mo)\ the star becomes unstable. The thermonuclear reactions pro-
ceed further and star becomes hotter until it expands into a red giant. At the end 
of its life it collapse to a neutron star and radiates almost all its binding energy 
in the form of neutrinos. And most of these neutrinos have energies firom a few 
hundreds of keV to several tens of MeV. Supernova neutrinos can be detected by 
all the present solar neutrino detectors. Neutrinos from SN 1987A were observed by 
Kamiokande-II, 1MB, BST and Mont Blanc detectors. 
Geo-neutrinos : Pg are emitted in the beta decay of radionuclides occurring in the Earth. 
Gconeutrinos carry information about the spatial distribution of radionuclides and 
their abundances inside the Earth. Main source of gconeutrinos are ''"K, ^^^Th, ^^^U. 
In 2005 it was first detected by KamLAND experiment at Kamioka observatory in 
Japan. These neutrinos have energy of the order of tens of MeV. 
M Q is solar mass. 
sin^(26'i2) 
sin''(2023) 
sin^(2^,3) 
0.857 ± 0.024 
(7.50 ± 0.20) X lO-'"^ eV^ 
>0.95 
{2.32taj)l) X 10-3 eV'2 
0.098 ± 0.013 
Tabic 1.2: Neutrino oscillation parameters. 
Relic neutrinos : Cosmic neutrinos arc the relic of Big Bang and these are known as 
relic neutrinas. Just one second after the Big Bang, neutrinos decoupled from the 
matter. The temperature of relic neutrinos at that time was of the order of a few 
McV. These ne\itrinos took part in the Big Bang nucleosynthesis in the first minute 
of the Universe. At present it is estimated that the temperature of relic neutrinos is 
roughly 1.95K and their density is about SSO/cm''. 
Reactor neutrinos : Human made fission reactors are the major source of Dg produced 
in the beta decay process of neutron rich nuclei. Each fission produces average 
energy of about 200 MeV with six Dg. There are many reactor neutrino experiments 
for example, KamLAND, Chooz, Palo Verde, Daya Bay etc. 
Accelerator neutrinos : Particle accelerators are a big source of neiitrinos. There arc 
vEirious methods of production of neutrino beam and according to that accelerator 
experiments can be classified as 
1. Pion decay in flight 
2. Muon decay at rest 
Neutrinos from accelerator are produced through the decay of pious and kaons which 
results from the high energy proton beam when it strikes a target. 
Neutrinos from Beta Beams [4, 5] as well as SNS (Spallation Neutron Source) [6] neu-
trinos have also been discussed in the literature. The idea of Beta Beam was first proposed 
by P. Zucchelli in 2002. In Beta Beam facility one can produce a pure neutrino or an-
tineutrino beam from the beta unstable radioactive ions circulating in a storage ring. 
Advantage of Beta Beam is that it produces only electron flavor neutrino so there is no 
need for charge identification in the detector. It is expected that Beta Beam facility will 
improve our ability to check the CP violation in lepton sector, neutrino mass hierarchy and 
the value of third mixing angle ^13. At SNS facility, neutrinos are produced in the inter-
actions of the proton beam in the target which besides producing neutrons also produces 
TT-mesons which get stopped inside the dense target material and their subsequent decay 
chEiin produce neutrinos. In the last few years it has been discovered that neutrinos are 
not massless as they change flavor. This phenomenon is known as neutrino oscillations and 
it was first proposed by Pontecorvo in 1957. Theoretically, the evidence of tiny neutrino 
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Experiment 
, T2KK 
MINERi/A 
MiniBooNE 
MEMPHYS 
MODULAr 
WBB 
MINOS 
ICARUS 
.OPERA 
T2K 
NOt/A 
Super-Kamiokandc-III 
UNO 
Hypcr-K 
RENO 
Daya Bay 
Double Chooz 
IceCube 
INO 
Channel 
l^^i - » f^ii.e 
t^H ->• t'^.e 
I'M - * ^li,e 
t^H - > t^n,e 
'^/i -^ '^l^,e 
I'M - * '^/i.e 
" M - > I'/i.ri 
I'M - * '^e.M.r 
I'M -* I'e.M.r 
I'M - » I'e.M 
I'M ~^ I'e.M 
I'M - » I'f:,/» 
"M - * I^'-,/',r 
I'M - • "e.M.r 
i/e 
i'e 
i'e 
I'e,I'M>''r 
I'M - * I'M 
Physics potential 
Improve .sin'^20\^ 
To measure neutrino nucleus cross sections with 
various nuclear targets 
To confirm or refute LSND results 
Improve sin^2^]3, CP violating 6 phase 
Improve sin^29\:i, CP violating 6 phase 
Improve sm'^2^i3, CP violating S phase 
Compare i^ j^ and f/,i Osc: CPT test 
Improve sin'^29]^ ~ factor of 2 over CHOOZ 
\S32\, iin^023i •sm''^ 2 i^3 
\S32l •')in'^023, •sm^2^]3 
Improve sm'^2^i3 ~ factor of 6 over CHOOZ 
CP Violation, Proton decay (phase II) 
Improve sm''^20]3 ~ factor of 6 over CHOOZ 
Sign (532, CP violation 
Improve sm''^2^i3 ~ factor of 2.3 over CHOOZ 
Sign (J32, sin^0\3 to below 0.005 
I'M ~* I'e appearance : S^i, 9\2 
shi?6\:i sensitivity below 10~"', Sign (532. 6cp 
To set a limit on ^13 
To measure the mixing angle ^13, CP violation 
To set a limit on ^13 
To constrain 023) Mass hierarchy 
L/E dip, CPT test 
Table 1.3: List of Neutrino oscillation experiments. 
masses represents one of the indications of physics beyond the Standard Modcl(SM). The 
production eigenstates and the propagation eigenstates are different and they are related 
by a mixing matrix. The atmospheric neutrinos have provided the first model-independent 
indication of oscillations of i/,,'s through the Super-Kamiokande experiment and this os-
cillation phenomenon has been confirmed by many experiments like SNO, MINOS, etc. 
In case of oscillations with two neutrino flavors the relation between the neutrino states 
is described by one mixing angle and one mass difference. The flavor eigenstates are linear 
Nuclei 
12c 
i«o 
'"Mr 
^Fe 
2impf, 
Detector 
Scintillator, Mineral Oil 
Water Cerenkov 
Liquid Argon TPC 
Iron Calorimeter 
Emulsion 
Experiment 
NOi^A, MINERi/A, MiniBooNE 
T2K, Super-Kamiokandc-IIL UNO, 
Hyper-K, K2K, MEMPHYS 
ICARUS 
MINOS, MINER^^A, INO 
OPERA, MINERz^A 
Table 1.4: Nuclear targets used in the different detectors. 
superposition of mass eigenstates 
cos 6 sin d 
— sin 6 cos 6 
1^1 
t^2 
The transition probability corresponding to two-flavor neutrinos is given by 
( Am'^L\ -^^\=1-P{„,^u,) (1.4) 
Above expression tells us that oscillations will occur only if both 6 and Am^ = m^ - m'^ 
are non-vanishing. While in the case of three flavor neutrino oscillations 
ka) = XI^°» 1^ ') ' '^=^'A«''^' i = l,2,3. (1.5) 
i 
Where U is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata unitary mixing matrix commonly known 
as PMNS unitary matrix which is given by 
-C23S12 - S23S\3Ci2e'^ C23C12 - <S23'S'l3'5l2e"' 523C13 
S23S\2 - C^aS^aCue'" -'S23C]2 - C235,3S'i2e"' C23C13 
where C^ = cos%, Sjj — sin 0jj and 6 is the CP violating phase. The present limits on 
the neutrino oscillation parameters are tabulated in Table-1.2 [1]. These values represent a 
combined analysis of several neutrino oscillation experiments observing reactor, accelerator 
and solar neutrinos. Still there are many unanswered questions regarding neutrino.s and 
their properties like, 
1. What are the absolute value of masses of neutrino? 
2. Is there CP violation in the leptonic sector? 
3. Whether neutrinos obey normal mass hierarchy or inverted mass hierarchy? 
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4. What is the sign of Am^,? 
5. What is the precise value of third mixing angle ^13? 
Recently, many neutrino oscillation experiments are going on and many more are planned 
in order to determine precisely the neutrino oscillation parameters. In Tahle-1.3, we have 
listed some of them. 
Most of these oscillation experiments arc planned in the few GcV energy region to 
which neutrino oscillation parameters are sensitive. For example, the average neutrino 
energy of MiniBooNE experiment is about 750 McV, for K2K it is 1.3 GeV, for T2K 600 
MeV and for N O I / A experiment it is 2 GcV. Some of the neutrino energy spectra are 
shown in Fig.-l.l, Fig.-1.2, and Fig.-l.S for the MiniBooNE, Supcr-Kamiokande, and T2K 
experiments respectively. In this energy region, the contribution to the cross section comes 
firom the various processes like quasielastic, inelastic, and deep inelastic process. Further-
more, the experiments are using various nuclear targets as given in Table-1.4. Therefore, 
the nucleons with which the .scattering is taking place arc not free but are bound inside 
a nucleus. For example in the T2K experiment mainly charged leptons arc produced 
through the quasielastic scattering process, however there is some contribution from the 
inelastic channel also. While in the NOi^A experiment it is expected that all three chan--
nels viz. quasielastic scattering, inelastic scattering as well as deep inelastic scattering 
would play an important role. These may be understood by looking at the famous Lipari 
eurve[7](Fig.-1.4), where the cross section is plotted as a ftmction of neutrino energy. Here 
the sensitivity of the average neutrino energy spectrum of the different neutrino experi-
ments are also shown. As all these experiments arc using nuclear targets, where nucleons 
are not sitting at rest like it has momentum and have to obey Pauli exclusion principle 
that the initial nucleon momentum should be below the Fermi momentum of the nucleon 
in the nucleus and after the interaction the momentum of outgoing nucleon should be 
above the Fermi momentum of the nucleon in the nucleus. Besides these there are several 
nucleax effects which one should take into account while evaluating the neutrino nucleus 
cross section for the various channels. In the neutrino event generators like NUANCE [8], 
NEUGEN [9], NEUT [10], etc., those are being used for predicting neutrino event rate, 
for the neutrino-nucleus cross section common phenomenological inputs are the model of 
Llewellyn Smith [11] for quasielastic reaction, Rein and Sehgal model[12] for the inelastic 
reaction and Bodek and Yang [13] model for the deep inelastic reaction. 
It has been discussed in literature that these accounted effects are not sufficient and 
there are more to it. For example, in the quasielastic scattering, besides Fermi motion and 
Pauli blocking one should also take into account the nucleon correlations as these nucleons 
are strongly interacting particles and the coupling strengths may/will get modified. 
Figure 1.1: v and v flux at the MiniBooNE detector. 
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Figure 1.4: Contribution to the total scattering cross section. 
Similarly^ for the one pion production there will be various resonances like P33(1232), 
Sii(1535), Di3(1520), Sn(3650) etc.(where subscript represents the isospin and total an-
gular momentum of resonance state, for example, P33 means 1=3/2, J=3/2+) whidi may 
contribute to the one pion production beskles the badkground term the contribution from 
Ducleons s and u dhannel and others, and furthermore one pioo production mainly gets 
contribution from the P33(1232) resonance whose width and mass get modified in the 
nuclear medium. Moreover, tin; produced pions may get rcscattcrcd or absorbed while 
coming out of the nucleus. lifcewfae in the deep indastic process there is shadowing, anti-
shadowing, EMC effect and Fermi motion whidi nKxlulates the cross section. Therefore, 
proper understanding of neutrino nucleus cross section is a must. The earUer Monte Carlo 
generators hke NUANCE [8], N'EUGEN [9], NEUT {10) etc. were mainly developed by the 
experimentahsts, who relied on the inputs taken from the okier experiments performed 
either with hydrr^en, deuterium targets or very heay>' targets like Freon or Fivon propane. 
The energy range in these experiments were also quite high {E^ > 3 GeV) and an extrap-
olation were perfOTmed to apply it to low and intermediate encargies neutrinos as well as 
considering the same nuclear eflfect in all the diffisrent target matoials. 
In the era of precise neutrino oscillation physics, it has been realised that liosicics 
performing new experiments in the different energy region, there is a strong need for the 
understanding of theoretical cross sections which goes as an input in the Monte Carlo while 
calculating the event rates. Recently series of neutrino conferences(NUINT and NuFact) 
which are being regularly organised to have a common platform for the experimentalists 
as well theorists to discuss the neutrino nucleus reactions in the few GcV energy region. 
Some of the dedicated experiments have planned like SciBooNE and MINERz^A whoso 
aim is to measure neutrino nucleus reaction cross sections. SciBooNE experiment [14j is 
designed to measure neutrino cross sections on carbon near 1 GeV energy region. While 
the MINERj/A experiment[15] at Fermi lab is using neutrinos in the energy region of 1-
20 GeV and the measurement of scattering cross section is planned with several target 
materials like hydrogen, deuterium, carbon, oxygen, argon, iron and lead. 
Although lots of efforts are being made on both theoretically as well as experimentally 
to understand neutrino nucleus-reaction cross sections but still there is uncertainty in the 
cross sections of about 20-30%. This has also to do with not having a precise knowledge 
of the neutrino energies. As nobody can see a neutrino and meastire its energy and 
momentum in the incoming beam the energy of incoming neutrino is evaluated based on 
the kinematics of particles obtained in the final state depending on the detector acceptance 
and measurement accuracy. Therefore, it has been emphasized that reconstructed neutrino 
energy and true neutrino energy may be different and true neutrino energy is really a 
difficult task to calculate as medium effects make the kinematics calculation quite difficult. 
To avoid the complexity of nuclear medium effects in neutrino nucleus cross sections, 
many experiments are going on or planned, with the concept of the same detector at the 
near site of the accelerator and at farther distance, like at T2K or NO^^A. However, due 
to oscillations there will be different neutrino energy spectra for near and far detectors 
and convoluted effects would not be cancelled out. It is important to understand these 
convoluted effects in order to compare the measured neutrino-nucleon cross sections with 
theoretical models. 
In the present work we are using GENIE Monte Carlo version 2.7.1 [16] to calculate 
the total and differential scattering cross sections of various possible processes for both 
charged and neutral current case. GENIE [16] is being designed by a group consisting of 
many theoretical as well as experimental neutrino physicists. This is a C++ code. This 
version provides cross section for neutrino-nucleus interaction process for a wide energy 
range of neutrinos from ~100 MeV to few hundreds of GeV. GENIE has been adopted by 
the scientific community working at MINOS, MINERi^A, NOz^A, T2K, INO, LBNE etc. 
The AHg£u-h gi'oup [17]-[41] in the last one and half decade has studied nuclear medium 
effects in neutrino-nucleus cross sections. The charged and neutral current quasielastic 
scattering cross section has been obtained in several nuclei by taking Fermi motion, Pauli 
blocking, nucleon correlations. Coulomb's effect on the outgoing charged lepton, etc., into 
accoimt. For the one pion production process the cross section has been mainly evaluated 
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in the A-dominance model, by taking medium modification of A properties in the nuclear 
medium and the final state interactions of pions. The coherent <:harged(ncutral) pion 
production has also been studied and which is a benchmark calculation for the studies of 
coherent pion production process in the few GeV energy region. 
Recently this group has also studied one kaon production, associated particle produc-
tion, eta production, etc. Furthermore, this group has recently studied medium effects on 
the structure functions to calculate deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus reaction cross sections. 
In this work, we have compared the results obtained by the GENIE Monte Carlo 
code [16] and the results obtained by the Aligarh group [20]-[41]. In chapter 2, we have 
studied charged current and neutral current quasielastic processes. We have calculated the 
Q'^-distribution and lepton energy distribution for charged current quasielastic process in 
iron at 1 GcV. Furthermore, we have done the calculation for total scattering crass section 
for charged and neutral current quasielastic processes from the models used in GENIE 
Monte Carlo code [16] and compared the obtained results with the results of Aligarh 
group [23]. 
In chapter 3, we study the single pion production from the incoherent and coherent 
scattering processes. We have presented the results for the Q'^-distribution and pion 
kinetic energy distribution for charged current neutrino/antineutrino induced single pion 
production process in iron by using GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. We have also shown the 
results of total scattering cross section for charged and neutral current processes obtained 
from the model[12] used in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. Furthermore, for coherent 
scattering process we show the results of Q^ distribution in case of charged and neutral 
current single pion production at iGeV. For charged current coherent process we have 
also shown the total scattering cross section by using GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. 
In chapter 4, wc have studied the neutrino/antineutrino induced associated particle 
production for free as well as bound nucleon using GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. We 
have calculated the total scattering cross section for charged current and neutral current 
KA and KE production processes by using GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. 
In chapter 5, we study the neutrino induced deep inelastic process for nucleons boxmd 
inside the nucleus. We have shown the results of charged current differential scattering 
cross section obtained from the numerical calculation performed by Aligarh group [38]. 
We have also calculated the total scattering cross section for charged current deep inelastic 
process by using GENIE [16] and NUANCE [8] Monte Carlo and then compared with the 
numerical results obtained by the Aligarh group. 
Finally, in chapter 6 wc have presented the summary and conclusion of our work. 
Chapter 2 
Elast ic and Quasielastic 
Scattering 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we describe charged current quasielastic(CCQE) and neutral current(NC) 
elastic processes depending upon whether a W or a Z boson is exchanged from a free 
nucleon or a bound nucleon inside the nucleus. Here we do a comparative study between 
the cross section obtained by GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and the cross section obtained 
using the local Fermi gas model with and without random phase approximation (RPA) 
developed by Aligaih group [23]. 
For the quasielastic process a neutrino/antineutrino interacts with a neutron /proton 
through charged current interaction. The reaction for these processes are given below: 
Mk) + n{p)^l-{k')+p{t/), 
Pl(k)+p{p)^l+ik') + n{jy), } (2.1) 
where I = ^ ,e,T 
Here k and k' are the four momenta of incoming neutrino and the corresponding Icpton 
in the final state, and p and p' are respectively the momenta of incoming and outgoing 
nucleon. This process can be understood with the help of Fcynman diagram depicted 
in Fig.-2.1(a), where a neutrino/antineutrino is a source of \V'^/\V~ boson which gets 
absorbed by a neutron/proton target. 
In the elastic scattering process initial and final state particles remains the same. This 
process for a neutrino/antineutrino reaction taking place on a nucleon (neutron/proton) 
11 
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram corresponding to the charged current quasiclastic and neu-
tral current elastic processes. 
target is given by: 
ui{k) + n{p) 
vi{k) + p{p) 
Di{k) + n{p) 
ui{k) + p{p) • 
•ui{k') + nip') 
^i{k')+p{j/) 
•ui{k') + n{p') 
i>l{k')+p{p'), 
(2.2) 
where k and k' are the four momenta of incoming and outgoing neutrino while p and p' are 
the four momenta of incoming and outgoing nucleon. Feynman diagram for the neutral 
current elastic process is shown in Fig.-2.1(b). 
2.2 Formalism 
The invariant matrix clement for the charged current quasielastic reaction given in Eq.(2.1) 
is obtained by using the Feynman rules 
v 2 
where 
V2 8M2,' 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
GF{= 1.16639 X lO'^GeV""^) is the Fermi coupling constant and 6c is the Cabibbo angle. 
The vertex for the leptonic part is described by 
2V^ 7 ' ' ( l - 7 ' ) 
(2.5) 
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and the vertex for the hadronio part is given by 
/,j is the weak Icptonic current given by, 
/^ = u(A:')7/.(lT75Mfc), (2.7) 
where the minus sign is for neutrino and the plus sign is for antincutrino. The hadronio 
current J,i is given by, 
./,, = C(p') F,^(92)7;. + F2 ' ^ (g 'K . , | j ^+FX(<7 ' )>75 
+ FW)<IM<V\ (2.8) 
where q^ = {k — k')^ is the four momentum transfer square and TV/ is the nucleon mass. 
In Eq.(2.8), the vector part V^ and the axial vector part A^ arc 
V' = FY{q'')^^ + F^{q^)ia^,^ (2.9) 
and 
A" - -{F'^{q^)l>.-F^{q'')q>.). - (2.10) 
where F,^ 2 ^^e the isovector vector form factors that are determined from electron scatter-
ing experiments and Fjj', F^ are respectively axial vector and pseudoscalar form factors. 
The form factors generally arc taken to be of dipolc form. The isovector form factors are 
written as [23] : 
F,^ (9') = F , V ) - F , V ) , . , , , 
F^{q^)=F^{q-^)-F^{q') (^.11) 
F^'" and F^"'" are standard Dirac and Pauli form factors of nucleon respectively those are 
redefined in terms of experimentally determined electromagnetic Sach's form factors, 
r,2 
r (2.12) 
1 4M2 
pp,n _ G^^{q^)-GT{q'') 
'-m-^ <'•"* 
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Coefficients 
Ofl 
0 ] 
«2 
bi 
h 
63 
64 
GUQ') 
1 
-0.0578±0.166 
0 
11.1±0.217 
13.6±1.39 
33.0±8.95 
0 
GUQ') 
1 
0.150±0.312E-1 
0 
11.1±0.103 
19.6±0.281 
7.54±0.967 
0 
GliQ') 
0 
1.25±0.368 
1.30±1.99 
-9.86±6.46 
305±28.6 
-758±77.5 
802±156 
Gl,{Q') 
1 
1.81±0.402 
0 
14.1±0.597 
20.7±2.55 
68.7±14.1 
0 
Tabic 2.1: The coefficients of the functional form fit Eq.(2.19) for the electromagnetic 
Sach's form factors in BBBA-05 paramctrization [42]. 
where G^" and Gy[^ " are electric and magnetic Sach's form factors for proton and neutron 
that gives the information about charge distribution and current distribution, respectively 
and are determined in the charged lepton scattering experiments. The expressions for the 
electromagnetic Sach's form factors are given by [23] : 
GW) = (1 - q^M^y = Gniq'') (2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
GW) = i^,)l^nGl{q')^n 
1 
^n = 
i^-^n^) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
where /Xp = 1.7927/xyv, Mn = -IMSUN, My = 0.84GeV, A„ = 5.6, fiN is the nucleon 
magnetic moment. 
/Xp and fin stand for the proton and neutron anomalous magnetic moment respectively. 
Mv is the axial vector mass. Recently, several other paramctrization for the electric and 
magnetic form factors have been discussed in literature. For example there is Brsidford et 
al. [42] (BBBA2005) paramctrization given by 
GZAQ') - i + Zk^^hr'^' (2.19) 
where r = ^ ^ and the coefficients are tabulated in Table-2.1. 
The isovector axial vector form factor [23] is defined as 
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^AiQ') = , ^ ' ^ " ^ 2 (2.20) 0-4) 
where the axial dipolc mass MA — 1-05 GcV that is determined experimentally and axial 
charge F^(0) = 1.258 which is determined in /? decay experiments. The pseudoscalar form 
factor F^{q^) is dominated by the pion pole and is defined by using the Golberger-Treiman 
relation at Q^ = —q^ ~ 0 when partial conservation of axial vector current (PCAC) is 
assumed: 
where m„ is the pion mass and M stands for the nucleon mass. 
The general expression of the differential scattering cross section for i'^ indiiced charged 
current quasielastic lepton production process given in Eq.(2.1) is written as 
rf^ _ , 'G%cos^eg\ i2n)^d^jk + p-p'- k') d?k' 
2 ) 4y/(k-k')^-ml]VQ {2n)^2Ei 
Here the leptonic tensor Lj^J = Yl^tJ^ ^nd the hadronic tensor J'^" — '^J'^J"'^. The 
matrix element square is given by taking average over initial spin states and sinii over 
final spin states using Eq.(2.3), 
\M\'= ^ cos''Be Lfjj^'' (2.23) 
In the laboratory frame the expression for the total scattering cross section is given by, 
_ |p|2 MM-
MEi, \k'\) = ^ i J ^ - ^ E E | A t | 2 j ( 9 o + ^„ - E,), (2.24) 
where E^, Ei, £•„ and Ep are the energies of neutrino, corresponding lepton in final state, 
neutron and proton respectively. M„ and Mp aie respectively neutron and proton masses. 
q() = E^ — El is the energy transfer. 
For neutral current elastic scattering process Eq.(2.2) the matrix element is written as 
^ = ^^'^ -^'^ (2-25) 
where Ifj, is the leptonic current given by 
l^ = u{k')yf,(l - 75)w(/c) (2.26) 
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and the hadronic current J^ is given by 
+ 
9/475 f p 
A/. AT 
u{p), (2.27) 
where F{^2 '^ vector form factor, F^ and Fp' arc respectively axial and pseudoscalar form 
factors. These form factors are written in terms of Dirac and Pauli form factors of the 
nucleon and a strange component Ff 2, in the following way [26]: 
K2 = i\- 2sin''ew)Fl2 - \F^,2 - \n2 (2.28) 
^"2 = i\- 2sin^ew)Fl2 - \FI^ - \F12 , (2.29) 
where dw is the weak mixing angle. Axial form factors F^„ are given by [26] 
F^\ = ±^FA - I F J (2.30) 
^ . ( , ' ) = ^ ( . 3 1 , 
Here symbols have the same meaning as for the vector part and As denotes the strange 
sea quark contribution to the nucleon spin. The representative values of As are 0 and 
-0.15 [43]. The neutral current cross section is more sensitive to strange axial form factor 
thau to the strange vector form factors. Tliis effect become more significant for scattering 
on protons because the dominance of axial vector in vp —> vp makes this reaction more 
sensitive to strange axial form factor than the reaction i/n —> i/n . 
As most of the neutrino experiments are being performed using nuclear targets, there-
fore, nucleai- medium effects such as Pauli blockiug, Fermi motion, binding energy correc-
tion etc. should be accounted for. In this work, we have studied nucleons bound inside 
iron(''^Fe) nuclear target. Iron is presently planned to be used in the proposed India-based 
Neutrino Observatory(INO). In order to taken into account these medium effects several 
methods has been developed like Fermi gas model([ll], [44]), local Fermi gas model [23], 
shell model [45, 46] continuum random phase approximation (CRPA) [47, 48], etc. In 
this study we summainze the expression of cross section used in vai'ious methods. First we 
discuss in brief the general Fermi gas model. It is a statistical model of the nucleus. This 
model pictures the nucleus as a degenerate gas of protons and neutrons because all the 
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particles lie in the lowest possible state in a manner consistent with the Paiili exclusion 
principle. According to the Heiscnberg uncertainty principle 
dtpx-dx > h (2.32) 
In a fully degenerate system of fermions (i.e. lowest energy state is ftilly occnpied). there 
is a single particle in 6-dimcnsional volume 
dVps = {dx.dp:„).{dy.dpy).(dz.dp2,) = h^ 
dVps = (dx.dy.dz){dpx.dpy.dp^) ^ dV.dp^ (2..33) 
Minimum mimbcr of nueleons(rfN) that can be contained in a certain volume of phase 
space is obtained by 
, , , dV„s dV.dp^ dVAixp^dp 
To explain Fermi gas model for the nucleus let us consider the following-
V{x) = 0; 0 < i < L, V{x) = oc; x>L 
V{y)=Q- 0<y<L, V{y) = oc; y>L 
V{z) = 0; 0 < 2 < L, V{z) = oo; z>L (2.35) 
Total potential energy is given by 
V = V{x) + V{y) + V{z) (2.36) 
Using the time independent Schrodinger equation 
— V 2 + K j ^ = Erp, (2.37) 
where wave function -ip = 'tjj{x).tp{y)-'ip{z) and energy E = E^ + Ey + E^, for an infinite 
square well. 
So, the total energy eigenvalue is given by 
^ ^ 2 S 5 ( " ' + " v + " ' ) (2.39) 
and the total momentum 
P = j ; \f^+^^+^z (2.40) 
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proton potential 
\ 
neutron potential 
I 
l _ 
protons 
neutr.ov.s 
I 
binding energy ~ 8 MeV 
EF ~ 28 MeV 
Figure 2.2: Potential well for neutrons and protons in a heavy nucleus, showing the Fermi 
level. 
Hence 
dp^ 
L) (2.41) 
All the low levels filled up to a maximum are called Fermi levels and the corresponding 
energy and momentum arc respectively denoted by Ep and pp- The number of momentum 
states within the momentum-sphere up to Fermi level is given by 
N = - X - X - ^ -
8 3 d]^ (2.42) 
In the above expression a factor of 1/8 of sphere comes because nx,ny,n:i. > 0. Using 
relation pr = V2M£> and Eq.(2.41) in Eq.(2.42), we get 
8 3 (^)3 
(2.43) 
where factor of 2 comes due to two spin statas and L^ - V. FVom the above expression 
Fermi energy Ep is given by 
(7rfi)2 f3N\ 2/3 (2.44) 
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and the Fermi momcntiim p/r is given by 
where N=Z for protons, N=(A-Z) for neutrons and V = ^nR-^ and i? = RoA^^'''. The 
behaviour of the potential described here has been shown in Fig.-2.2. 
2.2.1 Llewellyn Smith model 
In the Llewellyn Smith model [11], per nueleon cross section is taken equal to the cross 
section for free nueleon Eq.(2.24) multipUcd by a factor of (1 — ^ ) , where 
D — Z fur- 2x < u- V 
= i.4 {•-f(«'t-n 4-3|(.'-"')'} 
for u~v<x<u + v 
= 0 for X > u + V 
A = N+Z (2.46) 
with a; = j | L , u = (^Y^^, v = (^) ' ' ' " ' and N, Z arc number of neutrons and protons 
of the initial nucleus respectively, kp is the Fermi momentum and the three momentum 
transfer \q\ = \J{q'^ + Tn'^)/AM'^ — q^. In this energy range neutrino-nucleus reactions 
has been calculated in the closure approximation with harmonic-oscillator potentials for 
closed-shell nuclei. 
2.2.2 Smith Moniz model 
In this model the expression of differential cross section for the charged current quasielaiitic 
process Eq.(2.22) in which a charged lepton of mass nn is detected at an angle 6 with 
respect to the incident neutrino ui is given by 
where 
ln^ = r r{7^( l + 75) ^ 7 ^ 1 -1- 75) /;'} (2.48) 
and 
W,,, = {27rfnf:iEfS<'\p -p'- q){p\ji-H0)\p'){p'\ji^H0)\p)E. (2.49) 
Jji (0) = Vfi '(0) -I- A\I '(0) is the nuclear weak current, fl is the quantization volume, E 
is the energy of the target, m is the proton mass and G is the weak coupling constant. 
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Under Lorentz and time reversal invariance VV^ ^ can be defined as 
W2 Wa WQ Wf, 
TfXrp TlXrp TlXrp TTXrp 
where rar is the target mass, Wj are the form factors which depend only upon the scalars 
q^ and q • p. Using the definition cosx = k2/e2cos0, the cross section in the lab frame is 
given by 
dk'dQ.2j^ 2n^mT 
.11,^ . . . „ 2 , 1 ^^  ^"^ ' . 4 + (W/5 + W^8)m//(mre2Cos2(-x)) - 2 iy8/mrton(-x) 
X sec(ix)[9^C052(^x) + \^sxr?f^^x) + "^fl^ J (2.51) 
For antinentrino reactions the sign of the form factor W% is reversed. In the lab frame 
Wfii, can be expressed in terms of the single nucleon matrix elements: 
(Vl^ >,.)/a6 = j dkJ'ik, q, u)T„, (2.52) 
where 
r{k,q,u)) myn SJEk -ek-q + uj)ni{k){l - n/(|fc - q\)) ^^^. (27r)3 ekf-k-q 
and 
2V = CkCk-,^''^xx'{k-qX'\j\^\m>^){kX\3i-Hm-^>^') 
= T\ Sfiu + T2/m?k^k„ + Ta/rri^q^qiy 
+ Tp/m'^{kf,qu-¥k^q„) + T»/m'^t„t,oTkaqr (2.54) 
here single particle form factors Tj depend only upon q^, ni{k) is the neutron/proton 
momentum distribution for incident neutrinos/antineutrinos, nj{k) is the proton/neutron 
momentum distribution for outgoing neutrinos /antineutrinos. For quasielastic scattering 
the Pauli exclusion factor (1 - n/(|fc - g])) is included and for a pure Fermi gas model 
nj(fc) = 6{kp^ - \k\). This factor ensures that the recoil nucleon lies outside the Fermi sea. 
Using the Lorentz transformation properties of W^y and T^u, W '^^  ^^^ ^^ determined in 
terms of Tj's. In lab frame Eq.(2.50) becomes 
W^u = VTid"^ ^ - W25^4S^4 + Wa/m^ qt^qu + iWp/niT ((5M4?«/ + S„4q^l) 
- iWs/niT tM>'<T4?cr (2-55) 
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Now substitute Eq.(2.54) in Eq.(2.52) and compare it with Eq.(2.55). After performing 
the angular integration, I'l^j'scan be given as 
VK, = a , r , + i(a2-f l3)?2, 
W2 = [a4 + 2u;/\q]a, + wV|gf a, + i9Vk1'(«2 - 0:01^2, 
W^ = my\q\'^{laa - ^a2)T2 + m^/m^a^Ta + 2m^/{m\q])a(iT0, 
Wfi = jnT/m{aT + uj/\(j\afi)Tfj, 
Ws = mT/m{a7 + u;/||afi)T8 
(2.56) 
where 
e^k COST 
T T l ^ 
A: COST 
0 1 = / dkT{k,q,Lj), 0.5 = dkJ^{k,q,u)) 
f ^ ^ k"^ /• - -
a2 = / dkT{k,q,u})—^, a^ = dkj^(k,q,bj) 
/
—t ~* fZ COS T / ' -^  —• 6i-
dkT{k,q,u}) r—, (IT- dkj^{k,q,u)) — . 
f dkj^{k,q,i0)-
Uj's contains all the information in the single particle momentum distributions and 
energies. For quasielastic scattering the matrix element is given by 
(^•'Vb(±'(0)|fcA) = m ' 
^k£k'' 
—^ 1 u{k X'){Fi'yf^ +F2cr^aqa-^Fsq^,^ 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
+ FAlhl^i - iFp-f^Qf, + FT'y^a^aQarz}T±u{kX) 
Using this form of matrix element in Eq.(2.54), T,'s can be written as 
T, = ig2(^j + 2mF2)2 + {2m2 + 192)^2^ 
T2 - 2m2(F2 + q^F^ + F j + g2^ | ) , 
T^ = -m2/g2ri + {T2 + Tn^Fs[-2mF^ + q^F2 + (2m2 + \q^)Fs\ 
+vn?{2mFA ~ ^FP)[-FT + l/(2q2)(2mF^ - q'Fp)] 
Tp = -^T2+ m^Fs[2mFi - q^F2] + Tn^FT[2mFA - g^Fp], 
T8 = 27n2F^(F,+2mF2). 
2.2.3 Local Fermi gas model 
In the local density approximation [23] evaluation of the cross section is done as a function 
of local Fermi momentum PF(r) and integrated over whole nucleus. Various medium effects 
are taken into account inside the nucleus like Pauli blocking and Fermi motion via the 
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imaginary part of the Lindhard function using rclativistic kinematics for particlo-holo 
excitations in the nuclear medium. Wc have to take care of Coulomb force acting on the 
outgoing lepton which modulates the momenta and energy of the Icptons coming out of the 
nucleus, and its effect is significant for leptons of low momentum and for a heavier nuclear 
target. By using random phase approximation weak transition strengths are rcnormalised 
through the interaction of p-h excitations as they propagate in the nuclear medium using 
N-N potential explained by pion and rho exchanges. Neutrino scatters from a neutron or 
proton moving inside a finite nucleus with local density /9„(r) or pp{r) in a medium with 
the corresponding Fermi momenta distribution. In this approximation, the local Fermi 
momenta of nucleons is given by 
pp„=[37rV„(r ) ] ' ^ ' ; PFp= [3n^Pp{r)f'' (2.59) 
The expression for the scattering cross section in the local density approximation is given 
by 
a{Ei,ei) = I p„{r) d^fao{Ei,ei), (2.60) 
where Ei is the energy of lepton, 6i is scattering angle of lepton and ao{Ei, &i) is the double 
difFerentiaJ of charged current free iieutrino-imclcon scattering in the laboratory frame 
where gn = (E^, — Ei) is the energy transfer and J^ ^ I ^ P is matrix element square 
averaged over initial spin states and summed over final spin states. Volume occupied by 
each nucleon is 27rfi in symmetric nuclear matter. Since each nucleon may have two spin 
orientation so each unit cell will occupy two nucleons in configuration space. So, niunber 
of nucleons in a certain volumc(/i = 1 in natural units) may be written as 
where nn{p,f) is the local neutron occupation number. n„(p, f^=l for p < PF„ and is 
equal to zero for p > pF„, where pF„ is local Fermi momentum of neutron. 
Hence, 
a(i{Ei,9i) = 2fd^r-^nn{p,r)aaiEi,9i) 
X S{qo + E„-Ej,) (2.63) 
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Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the neutrino self energy diagram correspond-
ing to the ph-excitation leading to i/; + p —»/~ + n in nuclei. 
Since niicleons are no longer free as they arc moving in the Fermi sea of nucleons in initial 
and final nuclei, therefore, the energies of nuclcons(E„ and Ep) in the delta function 
now become the function of their momenta E„{\pn\) and Ep{\q + p„|), where p„ is the 
momentum of target neutron inside the micleus. Also these nucleons have to satisfy the 
Pauli principle such that the initial momentum of the neutron should be lesser than the 
Fermi momentum of the neutron inside the nucleus p„ < ppn and similarly the outgoing 
proton momentum should be greater than the Fermi momentum of the proton inside the 
nucleus p^ > ppp, where p'p = I? + Pn| and ppn and ppp are local Fermi momentum of 
neutrons and protons at the interaction point inside the nucleus. This constraint is the 
Pauli blocking condition that is considered while performing the integration over initial 
nucleon momentum in Eq.(2.60) with the replacement of the factor 
/ 
dh- (27r)3 n„ip,'r) 
M„Mp 
EnEp S{qo + En- Ep) (2.64) 
occurring in Eq.(2.63) by -{l/ir)/Tn. UNiqo^o) , where UN(qo,Q) is the Lindhard function 
corresponding to the particle hole(ph) excitations induced by weak interaction process 
through W-boson exchange shown in Fig.-2.3. This ha-s been discussed in detail in refer-
ences [50]- [54). 
Nucleon Correlations 
In the nucleus the strength of the elcctroweak coupling may change from their free nucleon 
values due to the presence of strongly interacting nucleons. Conservation of Vector Current 
(CVC) forbids any change in the charge coupling while magnetic and axial vector couplings 
are likely to change from their free nucleon values. These changas arc calculated by 
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Figure 2.4: Irreducible diagrams responsible for the polarization (RPA) effects in the Iplh 
contribution to tlie W-sclf encrg.y. 
considering the interaction of ph excitations in the nuclear medium in Random Phase 
Approximation (RPA). 
The diagram shown in Fig.-2.4 simulates the effect of the strongly interacting nuclear 
medium at the weak vertex. The ph-ph interaction is shown by the wavy line in Fig.-2.4 
and is described by the TT and p exchanges. The details of RPA approach are described 
in [23]. Furthermore, the effect, of the A degrees of freedom in the nuclear medium is 
included in the calculation of the RPA response by considering the effect of ph-Ah and 
Ah-Ah excitations. Therefore, these correlations may be shown by a modified figure 
depicted in Fig.-2.5. 
The decomposition of the potential in longitudinal and transverse parts helps in sum-
ming the geometric scries, for example, the contribution of Fig.-2.5 is given by 
U{q) - \U{q) + U{q)Vij[q)aiajU{q) + U{q)Vik{q)aiakU{q) 
(2.65) 
where Vij = Vt{6ij -qiqj) + Viqiqj. Here V(q) is the ph-ph interaction mediated by TT and p 
exchanges. V/ and Vt are the strength of the nucleon-nucleon potential in longitudinal and 
transverse channels, calculated with TT and p exchanges. These are further modulated by 
the Landau Migdal parameter g' to take into account the short range correlation effects. 
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Figure 2.5: Many body Feynman diagrams (in the limit Mw —> oc) accounting for the 
medium polarization effects contributing to the process i/; + n —+ Z~ + p transitions. 
Longitudinal and transverse part of the potentials arc given by: 
l2 / A 2 ^ 2 \ 2 
mi 
m i 
W 
ql-q^-ml 
\q\\ 
(1 )^-"' 
A2 _ m2 \ 
q^  - g2 _ m j \ Ap - 9^ 
with 5'=0.6-0.7, and 
ml 1 
One may write the longitudinal part of Eq.(2.65) as 
U{q) = \U{q) + U{q)ViqiqjaiajU{q) + U{q)ViqiqkaiakU{q)Viqkqj 
XCTfcC7jC/(g) + . . . . ] f - f 
= \U{q) + U{q)ViU{q) + t/(g)K,{/(g)V^f/(9) + ...] Mj OiO, r-r 
= C/(g)[l + l^ C/(<7) + (V5C/(<7))2 + ] ci4^ a^a, f • f 
U{q) 
l-U(q)Vi\ Qi<lj (^i<^j T • T 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
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Similarly, the transverse part is given by 
U{q) U{q) = [1 - U{q)Vt\ 
Therefore, we can write Eq.(2.65) as: 
U{q) 
{Sij - qiqj) acTj T • f 
U{q) \'^-U{q)Vj u{q)vt} ^^--'''^^-"[i^md'-'r 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
where UN -* U = C/A^  + C/A, with UN and C/^  as the Lindhard function for pai-ticlc-hole(ph) 
and Ah excitations, respectively, in the medium. 
The RPA response of this term after summing the higher order diagrams like Fig.-2.5 
is modified and is given by J^;^^ 
j''~^4pA-FUq')lmU ^ij - qiqj | l - f / V i | 2 ' | l - C / V i | 2 m + (2.72) 
where VJ and Vt are the longitudinal and transverse part of the nuclcon-nuclcon potential 
calculated with TT and p exchanges. Similarly there are modifications in the magnetic 
coupling and pseudoscalar couplings and the interference terms. Those together modifies 
the expression of the hadronic tensor given in Eq.(2.72). Hence, when we include RPA 
the expression of total scattering cross section becomes 
[•Tmax ff^'max fQ^x „ 1 
aiE^) = -2(S'|^cos2ec / r^dr k'dk' dQ^-^ 
Jr^in Jk'„,„ JQI,,„ E^ti 
X Ll'^4';>A^mUN[E, -Ei-Qr- V,{r). q\. (2.73) 
2.3 Comparative Study 
In this work, we have performed a comparative study between the results of the cross 
section obtained by using a local Fermi gas model [23] and the results of the cross section 
obtained by the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. In this Monte Carlo, Llewellyn-Smith 
model [11] is taken for quasielastic scattering process. The model by Ahrens et al. [49] is 
incorporated by GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] for neutral current elastic processes and 
the axial form factors arc taken to be of dipole form. In GENIE Monte Carlo code [16], 
BBBA2005 [42] parametrization is used. The axial vector mass is taken as 1.05 GeV for 
charged current quai5iclastic and neutral current elastic processes. The value of the axial 
dipole mass MA is in debate since last 2-3 years as the results from the recent accelerator 
experiments like K2K, MiniBooNE and MINOS suggest a higher values of MA while the 
NOMAD experiment still agrees with the global value of M>j(1.03±0.02GeV). The Fermi 
gas model used in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] takes into account Pauli blocking, Fermi 
motion and binding energy correction but it does not consider nuclear correlations. In 
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Figure 2.6: dc/dQ"^ vs Q"^ for CCQE process in -^^  -^^ Fe reaction(left-pancl) and 
P,, -••^ *' Fe(right-pancl) at E^ = IGcV. 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] values of Fermi momentum kp that has been taken is 0.221 
GeV/c for '^C, 0.225 GeV/e for ^^O, 0.251 GeV/c for protons in ^Fe, and 0.256 GcV/c 
for neutrons in ^Fe. 
2.4 Results and Conclusions 
In this section, we present the results for the total scattering cross section((T). Q^ distribu-
tion and lepton energy distribution for ncutrino/antineutrino induced processes in bound 
as well as for free nucleon. For neutral current elastic and charged current quasielastic 
processes the results arc obtained with the vector dipole mass My = 0.84 GeV and the 
axial dipole mass My\ = 1.05 GeV. 
2.4.1 DifFerentizd Scattering Cross Section 
In Fig.-2.6, we have presented the results for Q^-distribution for CCQE processes given in 
Eq.(2.1). Here we have compared the results obtained by GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] 
and local Fermi gas model [23] with and without random phase approximation (RPA) at 
neutrino energy E^ = 1 GeV. 
In Fig.-2.6, the results obtained by using Llewellyn Smith Fermi gas model [11] in 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] is shown by dashed-dotted line and solid line is the result 
obtained by local Fermi gas model [23] without RPA effect. We find that these results arc 
in good agreement. When we incorporate RPA effect then there is further reduction of 
36% at g2 = 0.05 GeV2, around 38% at Q^ ^ o.l2 GeV^ and 7% at Q^ = o.5 GcV^, In 
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Figure 2.7: da/dQ^ vs Q^ for CCQE process in fg - Fe reaction(lcft-pancl) and in 
Ug —'•''' Fe reaction (right-panel) at Ei, = iGeV. 
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Figure 2.9: da/dEe vs Ee for CCQE process in i/g - ' ' ' ' Fe reaction(lcft-panci) and in 
Pe -'^'' iPe reaction(right-panel) at E,/ = IGcV. 
this figure wo have also shown the Q^ distribution for v,, induced process at E^ = 1 GeV. 
With the inclusion of RPA the reduction is 35% at Q^ ^ 0.O68 GcV2(pcak value), 30% at 
(52 = 0.02 GcV^ and 23% at Q^ = 0.5 GeV^ as compared to the results obtained by using 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. Similarly, we do this'for v^ and v,. induced processes and 
the reduction is 29% at Q^ = o.03 GeV^^ 38% at Q 2 ^ o.l2 GeV^and 4% at Q^ = 0.5 
GeV2 for the first one and 28% at Q'^ = 0.02 GeV^, 34% at Q^ = o.065 GeV^ and 14% at 
Q^ = 0.5 GeV^ for the later and the results are shown in Fig.-2.7. 
In Fig.-2.8, we have shown the Icpton encrgyCE;) distribution of CCQE Icpton produc-
tion process for neutrino(left panel) and antineutrino(right panel) raspectively. The dif-
ference In the results of lepton energy(E;) distribution obtained by using Llewellyn Smith 
Fermi gas model in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and from local Fermi gas model [23] 
with RPA effect is 44% for u^ at Ei =960 MeV(peak value) and 4% at Ei = 700 MeV and 
for P^ this difference is around 40% at Ei =940 MeV and 28% at Ei =700 MeV. While for 
i/e and i7e(Fig.-2.9) this difference is 42% at Ei = 940 MeV(peak value), 20% at Ei =700 
McV and 42% Ei = 937 McV(peak value), 34% at Ei =700 MeV, respectively. 
2.4.2 Total Scattering Cross Section 
For the charged current quasielastic ^'^(P^) induced lepton production process in ^^Fe the 
results are shown in Fig.-2.10 calculated using the local Fermi gas model [23] and by using 
the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. We find that the results obtained by GENIE Monte 
Carlo [16] and by local Fermi gas model without RPA are in good agreement. When we 
include random phase approximation in local Fermi gas model [23] then there is a further 
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Figure 2.10: a vs E^ for CCQE u^j, induced reaction(lcft-panol) in '^^Fe and for CCQE P^ 
induced reaction (right-panel) in ^^Fe. 
reduction of around 17% at E^ = 1.0 GcV and 15% at E^ = 3.0 GcV for Ufi and in the 
case of antiueutrino (P^) induced lepton production process reduction is around 31% at 
E^ =1.0 GcV and 23% at E^ =3.0 GeV. 
Similar calculations have been done for electron type neutrino [Ue) and antincutrino 
[Ue) induced lepton production processes and the results are shown in Fig.-2.11. The 
results obtained by using GENIE Monte Carlo [16] is shown by dashcd-dottcd line and 
the results obtained from local Fermi gas model [23] with RPA effect is shown by double 
dashed-dotted line. The reduction in the cross section for Ue/D^ induced processes is same 
as in the case of I'^/P/i while including RPA effects. 
Wc have also obtained the results for ui and P/ induced charged current quasiclastic 
process on free nucleon target. Prom the Fig.-2.12 it is clear that the results obtained by 
using GENIE Monte Carlo [16] and from the local Fermi gas model [23] without random 
phase approximation are in good agreement. 
In Fig.-2.13, we have presented the results for the total cross section a for neutral 
current elastic scattering process induced by i/^  and P^ in free proton obtained from the 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and local Fermi gas model [23], which are in good agiecment. 
For neutral current elastic scattering process, BBBA2005 parametrization [42] is used in 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] as well as in local Fermi gas model [23] and the expressions 
for vector and axial form factors given in Eq.(2.28), Eq.(2.30) and Eq.(2.31) are used. 
In Fig.-2.14, the results of total scattering cross section are also shown for u/D induced 
neutral current elastic scattering processes in ^^Fe with and without random phase ap-
proximation. When we include RPA effect there is a further reduction of 30% at Eu^l.b 
GeV in the cross section for Uf^p -» u^p inside ^Fe calculated by using the model de-
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Figure 2.11: a vs E^ for CCQE Ve induced reaction(left-panel) in ^^Fe and for CCQE u^ 
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Figure 2.12: a vs E^ for CCQE ui induced reaction(left-panel) on free neutron and for 
CCQE Di induced reaction(right-panel) on free proton. 
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scribed by Ahrcns et al. [49] incorporated in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and from tiic 
local Fermi gas model [23]. 
In this study we observe that by considering nucleon correlations using random phase 
approximation, scattering cross section gets suppressed and this reduction in the cross 
section is significant, therefore, nuclear correlations should be taken into account in the 
Monte Carlo generators. 
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Chapter 3 
Inelast ic Pion Production 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, wc present the scattering of neutrino/antineutrino induced processes from 
a free nuclcon or a nucleon bound inside a nucleus, where a pion is produced. In the 
intermediate energy region for the neutrino induced single pion production process the 
pious are produced through Born diagrams(Fig.-3.1) as well as through resonant channels 
where a A or X* is produced, and which decays to a pion and a nuclcon. If the energy 
of the neutrino is high then two pions or multi pions may also get produced. In the 
energy region of MiniBooNE. T2K, and the atmospheric neutrino experiments, it is the 
one pion production which is the most dominant one among the several possible inelastic 
reactions. It has been theoretically estimated that the maximum contribution to the one 
pion production comes from the A resonance channel. The neutrino and antineutrino 
induced channels for the charged current induced single pion production on free nucleons 
where A is in the intermediate state, are: 
i/j p -> r A''"+ -^ r p 7r+, Pi p - • i+ A" —» i+ p 7r~ 
I/, n — / - A+ -* / - /* 7r+, Pi p -+ /+ A" — /+ n IT" 
uin-^r A'^ ^ r pn", Pi n - > / + A - - » / + n 7r~ (3.1) 
Similarly, the different channels for producing pions in the neutral current i^/P induced 
reactions on free nucleons are: 
ui p —^ ui A"^ —* >^i P TT", ui P -^ PI A"*" —^ Pi p -n" 
vi p -^ ui A"*" —* vi n TT"*", P/ P —» t/; A"^ —• P/ n 7r+ 
z/j n —> I/; A " —• t"; n TT", P/ n —> P/ A " —» P ; n IT" 
ui n -> i^i A " --> i/i p 77", Pi n-^ Pi A " -* Pi p TT~, (3.2) 
where 1= e, p., r . When the neutrino/antineutrino scattering with the nucleons bound 
inside the nucleus takes place, there are two possible processes, known as incoherent and 
35 
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coherent pion production processes. In the case of incoherent process the nucleus goes 
into the excited state and may change its identity. In the case of coherent pion production 
process, the nucleus remains in the groimd state and all the energy transferred to the 
nucleus is taken by the outgoing pion. During these processes inside the nucleus the 
outgoing pion may interact with the spectator nucleons sitting inside the nucleus and 
may get rescattered or ab.sorbed while coming out of the nucleus. In subsection 3.2.1, 
we describe the effective Lagraugians for hadronic iuteractions contributing to the weak 
processes and then we write the matrix element for single pion production from free 
nucleons for different resonant and non-resonant channels. In the intermediate energy 
region of about 1 GeV, the dominant contribution to the single pion production process 
from imcleoiis comes from the A resonance due to very strong P wave pion nucleon coupling 
leading to A-resonance and higher resonances has sufficiently small contribution. That 
is why, in the resonant production of pions we emphasize only on A resonance. The A 
resonance produced inside the nuclear medium can decay either through AA'^  —> NNn or 
non-mesonic decay through AA' —» NN, which is not possible in the case of free nucleons. 
It has been found that the propagation of A in the nuclear medium affects the propagation 
of pions through the nucleus as well as modifies the transition amplitude. 
The neutrino induced weak pion production processes from nucleons and nuclei at 
intermediate energies are important in order to understand the hadronic structure. The 
pion production processes arc useful to determine the nucleon form factors, pion dynamics 
in the nuclear matter and to calculate the coupling strength of pion to the nucleon. The 
weak pion production along with the electro-pion production from nucleon in the delta 
resonance region is used to determine the electroweak X-A treinsition form factors. 
3.2 Incoherent Scattering 
Incoherent pion production processes may be represented by the following reactions: 
1^1 + A 
i>t + A 
vi-h A 
i/l + A 
— r+n + A' 
-* l+ + Tr + A' 
—• vi + Tr+ A' 
- • Pi + TT + A', (3.3) 
where I =e, fi , T, A and A' are initial and final nuclei. Here A' may be different from A 
depending upon the charge of pion. This process can be easily imdcrstood with the help 
of Feynman diagrams, that are shown in Fig.-3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Fcynman diagram corresponding to the charged current single pion production 
from a nuclcon target. 
3.2.1 Formalism 
In section we write the effective Lagrangians for different hadronic interactions of charged 
and neutral current induced processes mediated by the W* and T^ intermediate vector 
bosons. 
Charged Current Interaction 
-The Lagrangians for various charged current processes are written as ([55], [56]): 
-•nNN 
^irNA = ' 
m 
m. 
#^(y^$„)T4 ' + liennitian conjugate 
/:{^^,^, = - ^ ^ [Fri,W>^ + F^^d-^W'^] ^ $ 
'WNN 2\/2 
9 
'2V2 F^l,^" + i^d,W>^ 
7 5 * 
9 firNN 
'-WNNT [fx $^y 2-/2 m„ 
1%;.. = ^ { 4 X (^M^.)}3 ^^^ i"x(Q') 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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Neu t r a l Cur ren t In teract ion 
The Lagrangian for the neutral currcnt(NC) induced single pion production processes are 
written as ([56], [57]) 
CyzNN = ^\ m="Ff + ^lr'r,Fr) 7 , + {^(r\sFi + ^(r'K.r,Fr) 
2M J (3.11) 
'CL. - i(r'{^. X (dj.)} 2^ F„(Q^) 
rV _ 
'-'XNNn — 
fnNN 
m-r 
^^=lf ( f x 0 , ) ^ 7 ^ 7 5 ^ ^ " F , ( Q ' ) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
C^.NN = ^\ m="F^ + ^A^'r^FX) 7 . + ( ^ r ^ 1 + eA='rsF^) 
2M 
= 'i/ 
Z^^ 
F^iQ'h, + F^P V '•^fi 2M 
T3 Z^^ ^A i=\ (3.14) 
£^ UNN ZNNn 
m. 
X C^=' ^ ( f X $„)^ [F^l^W' 
>^vFr^^z^\ * F.m (3.15) 
where «(«,„) = (Kp ± Kn) and g is the coupling constants for the weak-isospin group SU(2). 
The form factors F\, F2, F , , FA and Fp are the functions of four momentum transfer 
square((5^ = - ^ ^ ) . In the standard model (SM) of particle physics, the isospin factors 
^Y/"^ ' are written as [56]: 
^r = 1 2 sin ffiv cos 6w 
1 
(1 - 2s\T?ew), 
((,=" = - ^ . ^ V ^ 2sin^0w, 
2 sin 0w cos Ow 
1 
2 sin 6w cos ^w' 
0, (3.16) 
where 6w is the Weinberg angle. 
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Figure 3.2: Fcynman diagrams considered for weak pion production. 
Matrix Element 
The Lagrangian for the charged current neutrino induced incoherent processes is written 
as 
•^weak 
-int 
9 .CO 
—7= Jfl '{x) W^{x) + hcrmitian conjugate, (3.17) 
where Jf^^{x) is the charged current for weak interaction which couples to the intermediate 
W-boson fields VV±. The weak current J^^(x) contains Icptonic as well as hadronic pait 
which is given by 
lfi{x) is the leptonic current given by 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
and Jn{x) - cosOc {J^{x) + .J^{x)) is the hadronic current which is written in terms of 
vector and axial vector parts and dc is the Cabibbo angle. At low momentum transfer 
(g < < M ^ ) for neutrino induced charged current processes the invariant matrix element 
is given by 
GF M = —^ J'^^{x) lfi(x) + hermitian conjugate, (3.20) 
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where G F ( = 1 . 1 6 6 3 9 X10~'^ GOV~^) is the Fermi coupling constant, Mw is the mass of 
W-boson, and Gp is related to the H^-boson mass by the relation g^/8 M^, = Gf/y/2. 
Generally, for hadronic current the matrix element is calculated by using the nucleon 
and meson exchanges and the resonance excitation diagrams. In the intermediate energy 
region, for single pion production maximum contribution to the cross section comes from 
the A resonance. In the following subsections we write down the interaction Lagrangian 
for charged and neutral current interactions for nonresonant and resonance terms corre-
sponding to the processes given in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2. Feynman diagrams corresponding to 
these processes is shown in Fig.-3.2 
Non-Resonan t Terms 
Here we write the matrix element for the charged current processes shown in Feynman 
diagram(Fig.-3.2) for various Born terms like nucleon direct(s), crosscd(u), pion pole(t) 
and contact term [55], [56] 
M N fnNN Gp _ - ( ii)+ /l + M\ 
n\Q') 
2M 
CTfiud" 
u{p} I" 
M N firNN GF 
m„ -v/2 
cos 9c u{^) F^iQ^h, + ^^M^a,..d" 
(^ X(Q )^7. + .%j^a , 
75 A w(p) V" 
2A/ ' \LV^ 
Ml f-rNN GF 
m„ V2 
|^ u(p')75u(p)J /'' 
cos 9c 2MF.{Q'') ( ^ ^ 
m„ \/2 
-[Fr{Q'h, + i^^a,.dr u{p)li' (3.21) 
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For neutral airrcnt processes corresponding to the Fcynman diagrams(Fig.-3.2), the matrix 
clement for nncleon nuclcon direet(s), crosscd(u), pion pole(t) and contact(c) term is 
written as ([56], [57]) 
, . / V fnNN GF .,-„ , (p+A + ^i 
M, = - -
M^ = 
MJ 
m 
u{p) /" 
tn V2 
U(P')7SW(P1 /" 
TTIT, 
-er'[Fri, + i^a,.g-^'j n(p) V\ (3.22) 
where expressions for the isospin matrix elements used in the above equation arc given 
by [56] 
rcr=o 
1 
2 
1 
2 l^v 
%^Fii" + FY{i+±r) 
S/1 
It = / -
with 
^ " ^ X / T - ^ X i . I^ ^x)-^{Tn,T^]XU I = X / ^ [ T , r , T 3 ] x : i , 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
where XiiXf) is the inilial(fiual) nucleoli isospin function and T^ is the Pa\ili isospin matrix. 
Resonant Terms 
For the incoherent one pion production processes in the intermediate energy region, ex-
citation of low mass resonances contributes to the cross section. The A(1232) resonance 
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has the dominant contribntion to the cross section as well as in some channels isospin 
1/2 resonance also have a non-negligible contribution. The A(1232) resonance has been 
observed in the pion-nucleon scattering. The Aligarh group [25] has performed the calcu-
lations for the one pion production processes in the A dominance model. They used the 
standard Rarita-Schwinger formalism [22], [55], [58], [59], [60], [61] for the charged cur-
rent neutrino-nucleon A production processes. The basic reactions for the charged current 
ncutrino-uucelou A production are given by 
f /W + p{p) -^ r{k') + A++(P) 
ui{k) + n(p) -> r[k') + A+(P) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
Tlie matrix element for A production process given in Eq.(3.25) is written as 
(3.27) 
where l^ is the invariant matrix element of the weak leptonic current given by Eq.(3.19). 
The matrix elements (A+'^j V^lp) corresponds to the N-A transition matrix elements of the 
vector V ' transition hadronic current and (A'^"'"|yl''|p) corresponds axial vector A'' tran-
sition hadronic current between A^  and A states for the charged current interaction. From 
the conservation of vector current(CVC) we know that the matrix elements of the weak 
hadronic vector current arc related by isospin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients to the matrix 
elements of the isospin 1=1 electromagnetic current measured in electroproduction of pi-
ous. The isospin 1=0 component of the electromagnetic current has no contribution in the 
electroproduction of the A resonance, therefore, relationship becomes simply [11], [58], [62] 
( A++ I V ° I p > = %/3 ( A+ I C„x (3.28) 
For the neutrino-proton induced A "^*" production process the matrix clement of the hadronic 
transition currents in the s-channel is written as ([11], [22], [27], [31], [55], [57], [58], [60], 
[61], [63]-[66]): 
(A^+IV^jp) = ^/3Via(P) C^il')^g<^,^_q-^^.) + 9ML^g^.q.p 
M 
-i"P') + ^^(s-'i • P - 9 V ) + %^9 ' ^9 ' ^ ) 75 "(p). (3.29) 
and 
{A++\A''\p) = V3MP) r^(£!)(,".^-,",.)+^©x M2 
{g'^'^q • P - q'^Pn + C^iq'')9°' + ^ ^ " " " ^ 
-9 r w(p). (3.30) 
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where I / 'Q(P) is the Rarita-Schwinger spinor for the A resonance of uiomentvun P and u(p) 
is the Dirac spinor for the nuclcon of momentum p, q{= P - p = k - k') is the momentum 
transfer and M is the nucleon mass. CV'(i = 3 - 6), Cf{i = 3 ~ 6) are respectively the 
vector and axial vector transition form factors. The factor of \/3 in the matrix element 
is according to the relation in Eq.(3.28). The conservation of vector current hypothesis 
in momentum space implies that Cg'(g^) = 0 and the other three vector form factors 
are given in terms of isovector electromagnetic form factors in the p-A+ electromagnetic 
transition. The vector transition from factors C,^(i = 3,4,5) are determined from the 
analysis of photo-production and electro-production data of A resonance, and it is done 
in terms of the multipole amplitudes. 
In the case of axial vector form factors, using partially conserved axial currcnt(PCAC) 
hypothesis, matrix element given in Eq.(3.30) may be written as 
{A++\id,,A^\p) = V3^n{P)q,. [ci{q^)g'"' + ^^q-g^'^ u(p) 
= V3^^{P)q-(^C^{q^) + ^^q^^u{p) (3.31) 
Pion pole dominance implies that the pseudoscalar form factor C^ must have a pion 
pole [58]: 
. 2 ) ^ 9.N^U f (3 32) 
where p^^/A — ^ ^ = 28.6 is the coupling constant for A"'""'" -^ p7r+ and fn = 0.97m7r is 
the pion decay constant. Using Eq.(3.32) in Eq.(3.31), when m^ = 0, we find that this 
pole will give a non-vanishing contribution to the the matrix element of the divergence 
even for g^  _> Q. 
{A^^\id,A'^\p) — - - " • ^ MP) q" (Q^(0) - 1 ^ ) uip) (3.33) 
Recently, the various parametrization for the N-A transition form factors has been dis-
cussed in literature [67]-[69]. For example, the parametrization given by Lalakulich et 
al. [68] for the N-A transition form factor is given by 
CriQ^) = Cr{0) ( l + ^ ) A , i = 3,4,5. (3.34) 
where 
^^ ^ 1^  + i ^ ) f"'" '" = 3,4 and 
^'- ^ (^  + 0 7 ^ ) ''' ' - ' • (3-35) 
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M, M, 
K 
Figure 3.3: Diagrammatic representation of A self energy. 
The axial vector form factors are parametrized as 
C^{Q'') = C'/'(0) ( l + ; ^ ) ( i + 3,4,5 (3.36) 
where MA is the axial vector dipole mass and m„ is the piou mass. The A decay width F 
is in general 120MeV. Here we have used a P-wave decay width which is given by [70, 71]: 
r(w^) = ^ 1 / A / V A V M JT7\?c 6n V ni^ J ^V 
where \qcm\ 's the pion momentum in the rest frame of the resonance given by 
(3.37) 
\Qcm\ = 
y/jW^ - m2 - A/2)2 _ 4rn^M^ 
2W 
where M is the nuclcon mass and W is the center of mass energy. In the nuclear medium 
the properties of A gets modified Ukc its mass M A is modified by the real part of delta self 
energy and decay width F is modified by the imaginary part of delta self energy. These 
modifications in the A width F and mass M A of the delta resonance are given by: 
F F 
• / / / I E A and M/\ —» M A + i?eSA-
2 2 
(3.38) 
The expressions for the real and the imaginary parts of self energy S A which is shown in 
Fig.-3.3, are [70, 71]: 
RCHA = 40—MeK and 
Po 
- / m E A = ^ Q ( - ) +OA2(—] +CA3 (3.39) 
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7;(MeV) 
85 
125 
165 
205 
245 
315 
C Q ( M C V ) 
9.7 
11.9 
12.0 
13.0 
14.3 
9.8 
CA2{MCY) 
18.9 
17.7 
16.3 
15.2 
14.1 
13.1 
CMUcV) 
3.7 
8.6 
15.8 
18.0 
20.2 
14.7 
a 
0.79 
0.62 
0.42 
0.31 
0.36 
0.42 
P 
0.72 
0.77 
0.80 
0.83 
0.85 
0.88 
0 
1.44 
1.54 
1.60 
1.66 
1.70 
1.76 
Table 3.1: Coefficients for the calculation of IHIEA a-s a function of the cnerg,y in the case 
of pion nuclear scattering. 
In the Eq.(3.39), CQ accounts for AN -^ nNN process. C42 for the two body absorption 
process AA^ —» NN and CA3 for the three body absorption process ANN —> NNN. The 
coefficients CQ, CA2, CAS and a, /3 and 7(Tablc-3.1) are taken from Rcfs. [70, 71]. In 
the nuclear medium A resonance decays through two and three body absorption processes 
like AN -^ NN and ANN -* NNN through which A disai)pcar in the nuclear medium 
without producing a pion. While a two body A absorption process like AN —> nNN gives 
rise to some more pions. 
The expression for the total cross section for the neutrino induced charged current l7r+ 
production in the local density approximation [25] is given by 
c^AiE) (47r)5 X_ {Pp{r) + ^Pn{r))dr / dQ^ / dk' 
P^ + ^ '^(l-igi'^«^^0 
t^Mfi (3.40) 
In Eq.(3.40), a factor of 1/9 comes with /9„ in the production of 7r+ from neutron target 
(f; + n ^ Z~ + A+ -+ Z~ + 7r+ + n) due to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as compared to the 
7r+ production from proton target. While in case of P/ induced Ivr" production a factor 
of 1/9 comes with pp i.e. 7r~ would get produced dominantly from the neutron target. 
3.2.2 Resul t s and Conclusions 
GENIE Monte Carlo [16] uses Rein-Sehgal model [12] in the resonance region with W^t < 
IJGeV and includes 16 resonances that are tabulated in Table-3.2. The Rein-Sehgal 
model incorporates the quark model of Feynman-Kislinger-Ravndal(FKR) [72] of baryon 
resonances. The contribution from resonances are added incoherently. A small fraction 
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Resonances 
/^«(1232) 
5n(1535) 
Dn{l520) 
5ii(1650) 
£>]3(1700) 
^5(1675) 
531 (1620) 
A33(1700) 
PuiU40) 
Pi3(1720) 
^15(1680) 
^31 (1910) 
>P33(1920) 
^35(1905) 
i^37(1950) 
i'ii(1710) 
M/j(GeV) 
1.232 
1.535 
1.520 
1.650 
1.700 
1.675 
1.620 
1.700 
1.440 
1.720 
1.680 
1.910 
1.920 
1.905 
1.950 
1.710 
J 
3/2 
1/2 
3/2 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
1/2 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
5/2 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
7/2 
1/2 
I 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
1/2 
P 
+ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
W{GeV) 
0.120 
0.150 
0.120 
0.150 
0.100 
0.150 
0.150 
0.300 
0.350 
0.150 
0.130 
0.250 
0.200 
0.350 
0.300 
0.100 
Table 3.2: Properties of resonances that may contribute to the TT production process in 
GENIE. Here Mjt is Breit-Wigncr mass, J is spin, I is isospin, P is parity and W is the 
Breit-Wigner decay width of the resonances. 
of non-resonant background is also included incoherently in DIS cross-section. In GENIE 
Monte Carlo code [16] nuclear effects which are included are Fermi motion and Pauli 
blocking at the primary vertex and uses INTRANUKE for final state interaction(FSI) 
effects [16]. In the model developed by Aligarh group [25] the effect of Pauli blocking, 
Fermi motion of the nucleon and the renormalization of A properties in a nuclear medium 
are considered. The final state interaction(FSI) is also taken into account. 
3.2.3 Differential Scattering Cross Section 
In this section, we present the results of Q^ distribution and pion energy distrib\ition 
obtained by using Rein-Sehgal model in the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and the model 
developed by Aligarh group [25] for nucleons bound inside the nucleus. 
In Fig.-3.4, we show the results of Q^ distribution obtained by using GENIE Monte 
Carlo [16] without final state interaction (FSI) and from the model developed by Aligarh 
group [25] for free case i.e. without medium effect and we find that both the results 
are in good agreement. With the inclusion of random phase approximation in the case 
of Q^ distribution at neutrino energy E^ = 1 GeV the reduction in the charged current 
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Figure 3.4: da/dQ^ vs Q^ for CCl7r+(left panel) production in i/^  —'"'^  Fe reaction and 
CCITT"(right panel) production in P,, -•'''' Fe reaction including all resonances . 
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Figure 3.5: da/dTj,+ vs r„+ for CCl7r+ production in v^ -^^ Fe reaction including all 
resonances(left-panel) and only A resonance(right-panel) . 
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Figure 3.6: da/dT„- vs T„- for CCln production in t-^  -^^ Fe reaction including all 
resonances. 
differential scattering cross section for i/^-'^''Fe is around 20% at Q^ = 0.120 GeV^ and 
45% at Q^ = 0.5 GeV^ while for the reaction P^-^^Fe the reduction in the differential 
scattering cross section is 44% in the peak region at Q^ = 0.036 GeV^ and 46% at Q^ = 0.5 
GcV'^. Furthermore, when final state interaction effects are also taken into account, there 
is further reduction in the cross section which is around 28% at Q^ = 0.120 GeV'^  and 
31% at Q^ = 0.5 GeV'^  for neutrino induced process and in the case of antincutrino the 
reduction in the cross section is 30% at Q"^ =^ 0.036 GeV^ and 26% at Q^ = 0.5 GeV^, 
respectively. 
In Fig.-3.5, the results arc shown for the pion energy distribution for the charged current 
u^ and P^ induced TT"*" and n~ production processes in ^"Fe. Aligarh group [25] found the 
reduction in the distribution due to the medium effects to be about 52% at T^+ = 100 
MeV, 18% at T^+ = 400 MeV, when the calculations arc performed in the A dominance 
model. When final state interaction effects are also included, then the cross section further 
reduced around 29% at T^+ = 100 MeV, 28% at T„+ = 400 MeV. For antineutrino(iv) 
induced n~ production process in ^^Fe the results are shown in Fig.-3.6, and the reduction 
in the distribution due to the medium effects is around 52% at T„- — 100 MeV and aroimd 
11% at Zjr- = 400 MeV and with final state interaction effects there is further reduction 
in the cross section ~30% at T^- = 100 MeV and around 27% at T„- = 400 MeV. In 
Fig.-3.5, we have also shown the results obtained by the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] 
without final state interaction(FSI) has also been shown. 
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3,2.4 Total Scattering Cross Section 
Here we study the behaviour of total scattering cross section for i^i induced charged cur-
rent single •R'^ production and Pj induced charged current single n' production using 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and compare the obtained results with the model devel-
oped by Aligarh group [25]. The results of cross section obtained by using GENIE Monte 
Carlo code [16] without final state interaction and from the model developed by Aligarh 
group [25] without medium effects, shown in Fig.-3.7, are in good agreement. 
For u^ induced single TT"*" production in ^^Fe, the reduction in the total scattering cross 
section when calculated with A renormalization effects is about 48% at E^ = 0.8 GcV, 
42% at Eu = 1-2 GeV and 35% at Ey = 2.0 GeV, from the cross section calculated without 
the medium effects. When final state interaction effects are also taken into account there 
is further reduction in the cross section which is around 30% at E^, = 0.8 GcV, 39% at 
E^ = 1.2 GeV and 24% at E^ = 2.0 GeV, respectively. It is clear from the Fig.-3.7 that 
in the case of incoherent pion production the reduction in the cioss section due to the 
renormalization effects is larger than due to the final state interaction effects. 
In Fig.-3.8, we have shown the results for D^ induced single TT" production and the 
reduction in the total scattering cross section when calculated with A renormalization 
effects is 48% at E^ = 0.8 GeV, 42% at E^ = 1.2 GeV and 34% at E^ = 2.0 GcV, from 
the cross section calculated without medium effects and when the final state interaction 
effects are also included the cross section further get reduced around 30% at Ei, = 0.8 
GeV, 28% at E^ = 1.2 GeV and 23% at E„ = 2.0 GeV, respectively. We have shown the 
contribution of A resonance in total scattering cross section for charged current single 7r+ 
pi'oduction in Fig.-3.7 and it may be seen that it has the most dominant contribution. 
Similarly, we have shown the contribution of A resonance for charged current incoherent 
t>^  induced single TT" production in ^^Fe obtained by using GENIE Monte Carlo code 
[16] and from the model developed by Aligarh group [25] in Fig.-3.8. Hence, it is clear 
that the contribution of higher resonances in the energy region 0 < E,, <2.5 is small in 
comparison to the contribution of A resonance. We have also performed the calculation of 
total scattering cro.ss section for ITT" production from neutral current incoherent scattering 
process with GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. 
In this process a neutrino interacts with the nucleus and in the final state we get a n^ 
besides the residual nucleus. Neutral current reactions are flavor blind. For the vector 
form factor and axial vector form factors Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.36) are used. In Fig.-3.9, 
total scattering cross section for neutral current u^ induced incoherent process in '^Fe 
arc shown. We have also compared the results obtained by using GENIE Monte Carlo 
code [16] for A resonance only and all 16 resonances tabulated in Table-3.2 for neutral 
current u^-^^Fc in Fig.-3.10 and find that the contribution of A resonance is maximum 
amongst all resonances. 
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n*(w") 
A(pf) Mp) 
Figure 3.11: Feynman diagram corresponding to neutrino and antineutrino induced 
charged (neutral) current coherent scattering processes. 
3.3 Coherent Scattering 
In the coherent scattering process when a neutrino/antineutrino interacts with the nucleus, 
the nucleus does not change its identity after the interaction i.e. it remains in the ground 
state. 
1^1 +A 
I'l-i- A 
i>i + A 
i>l + A 
— r+A + w+ 
-> 1/1 + A + n^ 
-^ l+ + A + Tr-
-^ Pl + A + TT" (3.41) 
Charged(ncutral) current coherent scattering process given in the above equation can be 
easily understood with the help of Feynman diagiams that are shown in Fig.-3.11. In 
coherent reactions the target nucleus recoils as a whole with very little recoil energy and 
does not break. The effect of incident wave is approximately same on all the nucleons, 
otherwise, coherence condition would be violated. Coherent pions are produced in both 
charged- and neutral-current neutrino-nvicleus interactions. In this interaction nucleus re-
mains in its gi-ound state. In general, the coherent TT" are distinguished from the resonantly 
produced pions due to their strongly forward peaked angular distribution. However, in 
atmospheric neutrino experiments, due to a lack of directional information of the incoming 
neutrinos, it is not possible to distinguish the coherent TT" events from incoherent pions. In 
the case of coherent charged pions the forward angle dominance of the cross section leads 
to a small opening angle between two charged particles ^ or e and charged pion in the hnal 
state, and these two particles could be detected as one isolated electromagnetic shower. In 
contrast to incoherent charged pions whose Cerenkov tracks are usually identified as muon 
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events, the special charaeteristics of coherent pions may lead to an increase of identified 
i'e events and therefore underestimating the v^ to «/« ratio. 
Coherent pion production in nuclei is considered to investigate the properties of pion-
nuclcus interaction and to obtain the information about the behaviour of pion in nuclear 
medium. Coherent interactions have great importance to neutrino experiments because it 
provides an important background to the Ug appearance measurement. 
In the following subsection wc discuss the calculation of neutrino induced coherent pion 
production at intermediate neutrino energies for charged and neutral current interactions. 
The calculation uses the local density approximation to the A-hole model. The nuclear 
medium effects are taken into account in the weak production process as well as in the 
final state interactions of tlic outgoing pions with tlic nucleus. 
3.3.1 Formalism 
For the coherent pion production induced by ncutrino/antineutrino in the intermediate 
energy region A resonance is the most dominant one. The theoretical description and the 
form factors for higher resonances have larger uncertainties. 
The weak interaction vertex contains both vector and axial vector parts while the 
TTNA vertex contain only axial vector part contracted with the pion four momentum(/c^). 
The rclativistic expression of matrix element for A pole term in u-channel processes is 
obtained by using the eire<:tive form of TTATA interaction vertices for a T = 3/2 paiticle 
given by [73], [74]: 
E 
where L ' ' ' (P) is the Lorentz boost operator for spin-1 particle, Xs is the four components 
Pauli spinor for spin-3/2 particle and 5^^^ is the four component transition spin operator. 
The Rarita-Schwinger spinors obey the completeness relation: 
u,(y)u,(n- 2 M A V 3 ^ ^ 3 M i + 3 M A ) ^^^^^ 
Generally, the spin-3/2 projection operator for A is defined as [75]: 
3 
_ 3 
2 
and on mass-shell state the A propagator is written as: 
P^-Ml (3.45) 
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l(k') 
Figure 3.12: Scattering diagram for coherent pion production through A-hoie excitations. 
On introducing the delta width the above expression modifies to 
3 
2 
+ ^ W ' (3-46) 
3Ml 3 M A 
where P and M^^ are the four momenta and mass of delta and F is the decay width of A 
given in Eq.(3.37). The Lagrangian for the TTTVA interaction is given by 
j^M^^fnN^^^gU^^ + } , , , . , (3.47) 
where 4 ^ = 0.36 and it describes the on shell TTA'^ A interaction. The ofF-shell effects at 
the TriVA vertex has been studied by using: 
A" 
IirNAiP'^) = ^4 _,. (p2 _ ^ /2 )2 ^'^^ ' (3.48) 
where A =1 GeV [76]-[77]. The amplitude of the reaction given in Eq.(3.41) for charged 
current interaction shown in Fig.-3.13 is written as 
A=^bl>'J,,J^{q-K), (3.49) 
where b = cos 0c for the charged current interaction, 6 = 1 for the neutral current inter-
action, Gp = 1.16 X lO~^GeV^ is the Fermi coupling constant, /'' is the leptonic current 
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Figure 3.13: Fcynman diagrams for neutrino indiiccd weak eohcrent pion production in 
charged and neutral current interactions. 
given by Eq.(2.7), jy^ is the hadronic current and T{q - k-Tr) is the nuclear form factor 
modulated by isospin factors. The hadronic current ^^ is the sum of direct and crossed 
diagrams, given by 
7 — P + J^ 
= v/3 UNA 
m?, 
;^#-'(p')[^.. A-^Ov 
+ /c,, O - ^ ^ A A J * ' ( P ) , (3.50) 
where A'^ '^  and A'^'' is the relativistic A propagator modified by a phenomenological decay 
width given in Eq.(3.46) and C^^ or Ox,, is the weak N-A transition vertex given by 
Qlia 
^ ( 5 " " /I - ?"7") + %{9""<!P - q"P") 
+ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ . P - ^ V ) 7-^  + %{9'"' A-q'l'') 
+ ^ ( 5 " > - ^ - <l"P") + Cin"" + ^q"q" (3.51) 
The first term in the bracket in Eq.(3.50) is for direct(s-channel) diagram term and the 
second term for the crossed(u-channel) diagram shown in Fig.-3.13. Similarly, the ampli-
tude in neutral current case for the direct(s-channel) and crossed(u-channel) A resonance 
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term is written with zero lepton mass and cos^c by one along with the isospin factors 
^(r^ and ^^=' as defined in Eq.(3.16). The weaic N-A transition vertex in case of neutral 
current is given by 
^NC — W ^ ( t f ' " // - VS") + ^i3"''I-P - 'I'P") 
+ ^(g'^'q-P-qV) l' + ^'A=' ^{g"" A-g'yn 
+ ^{g''q-P-q'Pn + c^9'' + ^qV (3.52) 
After taking the average over initial spin states and sum over the final spin states the 
square of the amplitude is written as 
The Icptonic tensor is given by 
C- = T r [ (A ' + m . ) 7 ' ^ ( l - 7 ' ) ( A + m , ) 7 ' ' ( l - 7 ' ) ] 
= 8 [fc^ ifc'" + k'^k"" - {k.k')g^'' + i£'"''"'fc''fc"'] 
and hadronic tensor is given by 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
J. Iiu 2 OfiJu 
- \{jlu + Jl.^\Jl.jt^\^\JlJ'^^ (3.55) 
The square of the amplitude for the neutrino induced weak charged current coherent pion 
production from a nucleus is obtained by summing over all the occupied nucloons in the 
amplitude and considering the s- and u- channel resonant terms, one may write 
. E I^A|?;C = f E (|-4AI + I^AI + I^ 'A^I + \A\At^ (3.56) 
The matrix element square in the neutral current process for A - direct and crossed 
diagrams are directly related with the charged current matrix elements through the isospin 
factor given in Eq.(3.16). The nucleon form factor in Eq.(3.49) is defined as 
r{q-k„) = Jcffp{r)e.-'^^- k,)-f (3.57) 
where p{r) is the nuclear matter density which is a fimction of nucleon relative coordinates. 
When pion absorption effect is taken into account using the Eikonal approximation the 
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Figure 3.14: do/dQ^ vs Q^ mun—^Fe reaction from CC(NC) colicrent .scattering process. 
nucleon form factor T{q — k^) is modified to T{q — k^) is calculated in Eikona! approxi-
mation [78] and is obtained as 
:f{q- k^) = 2n [ hdh f dz p{b, z) Mkib) e^\^-k',)^e-ifib,z) 
Jo J-no 
(3.58) 
where f{b, z) ~ / ° ° —k-U.{p{b, z'))dz', k'-^ and A;^  ai-e the longitudinal and transver.sc 
components of the pion momentum and 11 is the self-energy of pion, the expression for 
which is taken from Ref. [78] and is given by 
n{p{b,z')) 4 / A N A M ^^\k.V Pih.z') 
W^  - M A + ^ 
(3.59) 
with W as the center of mass energj' in the A rest frame. 
Using the amplitude given by Eq.(3.49) and the modifications in the A mass and width 
in the nuclear medium we calculate the total scattering cross section a given in Eq.(3.40). 
3.3.2 Resu l t s and Conclusions 
Coherent neutrino-nucleus interactions are modeled according to Rein and Sehgal model 
[79] in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. PC AC based model seems to be most accurate at a 
few GeV and above. At lower energies the microscopic A dominance models are believed 
to be more reliable. Since the coherence condition requires a small momentum transfer to 
the target nucleus, therefore, it is a low Q"^ process which is related via PCAC theorem. 
We have calculated the differential and total scattering cross section for this process with 
axial dipole mass MA =1.05 GeV using GENIE Monte Carlo [16]. 
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Figure 3.15: a v.s Eu for single 7r+ production in i^ ^ -^^ Fe reaction from CC cohci-cnt 
scattering procass. 
3 .3.3 Different ia l S c a t t e r i n g C r o s s Sec t i on 
do-In this section, we show the result for diflerential cross section -^ at neutrino energy 
Ev = \ GcV for charged and neutral current interactions in ^°Fe obtained from Rein 
and Sehgal model by using GENIE Monte Carlo generator [16]. These results are shown 
in Fig.-3.14 for charged and neutral current respectively. Experimentally, it has been 
established that the coherent scattering cross section, peaks at very low Q^ and the crass 
section rises as a function of neutrino energy and becomes logarithmic at large neutrino 
energies. Therefore, neutrino induced coherent pion production process has an advantage 
over other existing reactions to better understand the nuclear excitation mechanism. As 
well as it allows study of the longitudinal axial current at very small Q^ values. 
3.3.4 Total Scattering Cross Section 
In the model developed by Aligarh group [31], for the coherent process, the scattering 
cross section are the same for both neutrino and antineutrino. We have calculated the 
total cross section for charged current scattering processes in ^^Fe that arc shown in Fig.-
3.15. The results for a^^{Ey) as a function of neutrino energy {Ev) are shown without 
nuclear medium effects{dashed hne) and with nuclear medium effects(dashed-dotted line). 
When the pion absorption and nuclear medium effects, are both taken into account the 
results for a'^^i^Ey) are shown by the dotted Unes. We see that the nuclear medium effects 
lead to a reduction of around 56% for £;^=0.6 GeV, 38% around £;<.= 1.0 GeV, 24% at 
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£•,^=2.0 GcV and it i.s about 20% at £ ,^^ =3.0 GeV while the reduction due to final state 
interaction is quite largo. This suppression in the cross section due to the nuclear medium 
and the pion absorption cfFoots is 8G% for Ei, around 1.0 GeV, 83% for E^ around 2.0 
GeV and 78% for E^ around 3.0 GcV. Thus there is a large reduction in the cross section 
when nuclear medium effect and final state interaction are taken into account. 
It is noticeable that the results obtained from the Rein-Sehgal coherent model u.sed 
in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and from the model developed by Aligarh group [31] 
without nuclear medium effects are not in agreement. 
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Chapter 4 
Associated Production 
4.1 Introduction 
After the discovery of pion in 1947, Clifford Butler and George Rochester while studying 
cosmic rays, discovered particles having strange behaviour [80]. This new particle was 
found to be heavier than the muon and pion but lighter than the proton, with a mass 
of about 800 times of electron's mass. In the next few years, with the evolution of cloud 
chamber and the bubble chamber experiments, researchers found copious examples of such 
type of strange particles. These evidences indicated that they were created via strong 
interactions in nuclear matter, however, their life time were much larger than the time 
involved in the electromagnetic and strong interactions. Because of this strange behavioiu' 
they were named as strange particles. These strange particles were called Kaons [K^. 
K", K~, K^). Unlike the charged kaons electrically neutral strange particle, K^, did not 
leave any track but decayed into TT"*" and TT", and a V-shaped vertex was left by these 
particles in the photograph. In subsequent years more strange particles were found which 
are heavier than the proton like Lambda (A'^), Sigma(S"'", E~, S"), Cascade(E'', E~), etc. 
Many theoretical efforts have also been performed in order to understand the properties 
of these particles. In 1956, Murray Gell-Mann and Nishijima independently proposed a 
new conservation law, strangeness, which is conserved in strong and electromagnetic in-
teractions but not in the weak interaction. A new quantum number corresponding to this 
conservation law was proposed which is known as "strange quantum number (S)". In the 
following years, it was found that this quantum number(S) is directly related to the pres-
ence of an additional quark, which is in addition to the 'u'and 'd'quarks responsible for the 
building of (low lying)hadrons, and named as the strange quark 's ' . The strange quantum 
number can be written in terms of the number of strange quarks(ns) and antiquarks(n,5) 
present in the hadrons and is given by the relation 
S = -{Us-Us). (4.1) 
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In the strong or electromagnetic processes, S is conserved, i.e. nnmber of particles pro-
duced with strangeness quantum number S = +1 is/are equal to the number of particles 
produced with strangeness quantum number S = - 1 . These processes are therefore called 
Associated Particle Production processes. The charged current neutrino/antineutrino in-
duced associated strange particle production is a topic of great interest. Low energy 
exclusive reactions can provide much detailed information about the structure of weak 
interactions. 
In the present study, we have considered the associated strange particle production 
induced by ncutrinos/antineutrinos on boimd and free nucleon target. The cross sections 
are calculated by \ising the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. Here we have also presented 
the resuJts for the charged current ncutrino-nuclcon process, obtained by the theoretical 
calculations performed recently by the Aligarh group [34]. 
4.2 Formalism 
A few strangeness conserving AS = 0 reactions induced by neutrino and antineutrino 
where a kaou is produced along with a hyperon are 
I'^i + n-^ f.r + A" + K+, p^ + p-> fi+ + i:- + /C+ 
i/^-f n - » / / - + E " + /<:+, P^+p^Pf, + AP + K+ 
f^< + P -^ / ' " + S+ + K+, D^, + n -> /y+ + i:- + K^ 
ff. + n-^ f,, + A" + /r", P,, + n-^ P,, + A" + K", 
i^^+p-^ i/^-(-E++/•£:", 
u^+p-^iy^+A" + K+, etc. (4.2) 
In Fig.-4.1 and Fig.-4.2 we have shown the Feynman diagrams for the processes like 
Vfi + N —^ I -\- K -\-Y, where I = n', u^^ and hence represents the charged and neutral 
current respectively, N and Y are the nucleons and hyperons(A and E) respectively and 
K stands for the kaons. 
The basic charge current reaction for the processes under consideration is given by 
v^{k) + N{p) -^ fx-{k') + K(pk) + Yip'), (4.3) 
where v,i and /z~ are incident neutrino and final state lepton with four momenta A; and 
fc', respectively, p and p' are the nucleon(AO and hyperon(F) four momenta and the 
pseudoscalar strange mesons K is represented with momentum pf.. 
The differential cross section for the three body final state in the rest frame of nucleon 
is given by 
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^ /<v 
-r^ 5J1-
Figure 4.1: Born diagrams for KA and KS cliarged cxnrcnt reactions. 
Figure 4.2: Born diagrams for KA and KE neutral current reactions. 
0 
a 
CC(A S=0) 
2'y2 
2^^^^ 
NC 
4 Mvi/+ 
4 Mvv+''= 
Table 4.1: The parameters Q and Cft in terms of weak coupling constant. 
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where E and Ei are respectively the lepton energy in the initial and final state. M is 
the niiclcon mass and EE|A1p is the square of the transition amplitude matrix element 
averaRed(summed) over the spins of the initial(final) state. At low energies, this amplitude 
can be written in the usual form as [81] 
-iM = [ui{k') Q -f^I - 75) u,{k)] iD"^ 
X {K{pk)Yip')\CHJMmP)) (4.4) 
The above expression contains weak Icptonic transition current, massive gauge boson 
propagator, weak hadronic transition current. The weak hadronic transition current is 
given by 
{K{pk)Y{p')\(:uJ.{q)\N{p)) = uvip'} a Mq) UNip) (4.5) 
and the form of the gauge propagator £>''" is 
The parameters Q and C/i appeared in Eq.(4.4) are tabulated in Table-4.I. While the 
parameter Cc appeared in the above table can be summarized for CC and NC case as, 
_ r cos^c, f o r c e , AS = 0, 
for NC. 
where the 6c is the Cabibbo mixing angle. At low and intermediate energies where q^ << 
M ^ , the propagator given in Eq.(4.6) reduces to much simplified form as Df^" = g^" /My^. 
In such energies the coupling can be written in terms of the Fermi coupling constant Gp 
which further can be related with the gauge coupling g and the mass of weak gauge boson 
Mw as 
The invariant amplitude M becomes 
M = ^C [niik') y^il - 75) n,{k)] [uyiP) J^iq) ur,{p)\ (4.9) 
and the new parameter C, will be, 
' Cc for CC, 
C = I (4-10) 
^ ^ forNC. 
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Figure 4.3: Feynman diagrams for the y^^|u^^{k) + N{p) —» /-(A:') + K{pk) + ^(p')> where 
L — fi~ /n'^ and i';j/j7;i for charged and neutral current respectively. 
Hence the invariant amphtude square can be written with the help of the Eq.(4.9) 
(4.11) 
where the leptonic tensor is given by 
Liiu = \uiik') -fi^{I - 75) u^{k)j [wt(fc') 7„(/ - 75) u^{k) 
and the hadronic tensor is given by 
W'' = [uYiP) J^iq) UNip)] [aviP) r{q) Ur,{p)\* 
Using the trace theorems for Dirac matrices the leptonic tensor given in Eq.(4.12) becomes 
K,kl + k^k'^ - k.k'g^^u + i£f,vct0k"'k'^] , (4.14) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
L!;.?OC 
-'fir ^ii^-i, 
where e^ i^ Q/j is the foiir dimensional anti symmetric Levi-Cevita tensor. However, the 
hadronic tensor will be, 
2 • / ' ^ ( 9 ) ( ^ + M ) J ' ' ( 9 ) ( / + My)] (4.15) 
where Jf^iq) - 7"7'^+(g)7". In literature there are very few works which dealt with the 
associated production of kaons with hyperons [81]-[83]. Recently Aligarh group [34] has 
developed a macroscopic model which is based on the SU(3) chiral Lagrangian. The param-
eters used in the model developed by Aligarh group [34] are the pion decay constant (/^), 
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Cabibbo's anglc(0^), the nucloon magnetic moments and the axial vector coupling con-
stants for the baryons octet, D and F. These parameters are obtained from the analysis 
of the semileptonic decays of neutron and hyperons. 
Uf, n-^ (x- K^ K+ ; 0^ p ^ //+ A" K^ 
</^  n - . M- S " / r + ; P ^ p ^ / i + E " / r " 
u„ n -»^l- E+ A-" ; D„ p -* //+ E " K^ ^^•^^> 
J/;, p -^ /x- E+ /<:+ ; u^n^ n+ E " K" 
Fcynman diagrams corr&sponding to the above reactions are shown in Fig.-4.3. The 
first row consists of s-channel, t-channel and u-channel diagrams, whereas the next row 
has the contact and 7r-poIe terms. The hadronic current coupling to the W bosons for 
Fcynman diagrams(Fig.-4.3) are [34], 
V2 f\cT = iAcTV^d:rrUY{p'){y'' + BcT7'''r^)uN{p) 
2/„ (p - pkY - Mp, 
,nTY = iATYV,a^{M + MY)UY{P')I''UN{P)- "^ ^ ~ ^^^ 2/7r [q-PkY-m 
v5. 
2 
M 
f\^P ^ iA^v^dirUY{p'){i + j/k)uN{p)^—2" 
with 
"'^ - ^'^'----{•''-A) ^ ' 
where j '^ lcr , j'^\sY, j^\uY, J'^\TY, J'^UP, are respectively represent the hadronic current 
for contact term, s-channel, u-channel, t-channel, pion-pole and Y stands for the hyperon 
in the final state and Y' for the hyperon in the intermediate state in the u-channcl diagram. 
Since dependence of the different terms on the momentum transferred to the nucleon is not 
well known, therefore, a global dipolc form factor F{q^) = (1 - q'^/M\)~'^ with a natural 
value of axial dipole mass MA = 1.05 GoV is taken for the numerical calculations. Effect 
of this form factor is small at relatively low neutrino energies. 
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ACT 
BcT 
AsY 
^C/E 
AuA 
ATY 
A. 
i^Ln-> L-AK+ 
Vi 
- i (D+3F) 
-;7S(D+3F) 
VKD-F) 
0 
- ; ^ (D+3F) 
/^f 
^ ; ^ 
(D-F) 
^Tr.^^-n 
^s/2{D - F) 
0 
± ; ^ ( D - F ) 
^ ^ 
0 
0 
(D-F) 
(D-F) 
i(D-f-3F) 
0 
0 
-1 
(D-F) 
0 
F-D 
^(D+3F) 
(D-F) 
1 
Table 4.2: Constant factors appearing in the hadronic current, 
corrcspouds to tlio processes with i/(i/) [34]. 
The Upper(lowcr) sign 
i^S = 0 processes are not Cabibbo suppressed. Therefore, these processes arc assumed 
to be dominant even at low energies. Moreover, there may be important resonant con-
tributions to the AS = 0 processes, which we have not been considered in the present 
study. However, it has been pointed out that the inclusion of these resonances, which 
make the dynamics of these channels more involved, can play a relevant role as is known 
from associated strangeness photoproduetion studies. 
4.3 Results and Conclusions 
In this section, we have presented the results of total scattering cross section for associ-
ated strange particles production. First we are presenting the results obtained from the 
numerical calculations performed by the Aligarh group [34]. They found that the contri-
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Figure 4.4: Cross section for the [AS') == 0 associated kaon production. 
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Processes 
aiu^n -* n'K'^A) 
a{i>„p - ^i+K"A) 
a{i/„p - . Ui,K+A) 
ff{P„p -»iy„K+A) 
<T{i^,.n - I /„A:"A) 
<T(P;jn —» u^K^A) 
a (10-'"cm''^) a< 
E=].2 GeV 
0.14 
0.12 
3.9x10-2 
5.5x10-2 
5.4x10-2 
3.5x10-2 
a (10-"'cm2) at 
E= 1.6 GeV 
1.8 
1.4 
0.43 
0.52 
0.54 
0.37 
a (lO-^'cni^) at 
E=2.0 GeV 
5.4 
4.1 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
1.1 
Tabic 4.3: Total scattering cross sections for charged and neutral current ui,N 
and DiN —» LKk reactions [82]. 
LKh 
Processes 
up —> ii~K'^p 
Dp —> fi'^K^p 
i/n —* fx~K^p 
un —> ix^K~n 
Dn —• /X+ATT-
a Fermilab 
( lO-^ ' t tn^) 
21.3 
4.6 
24.7 
12.2 
22.6 
Processes 
up —• /i+Ayr" 
up -^ /i+S"7r" 
un -»/ i+E-Tf" 
Pn —»/^'''E'^Tr-
;/n —»firK'^A 
a Fermilab 
(10-" ' cm2) 
24.5 
1.9 
0.9 
0.8 
68.3 
Tabic 4.4: Flux-averaged cross sections for the processes considered [83]. 
bution of the contact term to be the most dominant one followed by the s- and u- channel 
diagrams. The results obtained by the Aligarh group [34] for the total scattering cross 
section as a function of the neutrino/antineutrino energy are shown in Fig.-4.4 for neu-
trino (left panel) and antineutrino (right panel) induced reactions. For u^n —> /x-E+X" 
and P,tp —> /i+E-A'"'" there is no contribution from the contact term and hence the cross 
sections are relatively lower. Their work is in progress [34]. Using GENIE Monte Carlo 
code [16], we have obtained the results of scattering cross section for free nucleon as well 
as nucleons bound inside the iron(^^Fe) in the case of u^{u^) induced charged and neutral 
current interactions with M^=1.05 GeV. In GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] for nucleons 
bound inside the nucleus nuclear medium effects like Fermi motion, Pauli blocking and 
binding energy correction are taken into account. For the charged and neutral current 
neutrino/antineutrino induced associated strange particle production on free nucleon tar-
get the results, obtained by using the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16], are shown in Fig.-4.5 
and Fig.-4.6 for neutrino and in Fig.-4.7 for antineutrino. We have also shown the results 
for the total scattering cross section for bound nucleons inside the nuclear target iron 
obtained by using the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. These results are shown in figures 
Fig.-4,8, Fig.-4.9 for neutrino and in Fig.-4.10 for antineutrino. 
Previously, Shrock [82] had also obtained the total scattering cross section results 
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Figure 4.5: cr vs E^ for associated strange particle production in t/^ j - A''(frcG) 
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Figure 4.8: a vs E,/ for associated strange particle production in i/^-"''^Fe. 
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GENIE 
Theoretical 
GENIE 
Theoretical 
GENIE 
Theoretical 
GENIE 
Theoretical 
GENIE 
Theoretical 
Processes 
/i-/C+A" 
P^7l - » 
ff(10-41 cm'') 
at 1.4 GeV 
1.73 
1.57 
0.16 
0.28 
0.15 
0.067 
0.42 
0.70 
0.028 
0.15 
a(10-41 cm^) 
at 1.6 GeV 
5.19 
4.66 
0.84 
2.11 
0.90 
0.51 
0.97 
2.38 
0.19 
1.21 
CT(10-41 cni^) 
at 2.0 GeV 
13.17 
18.26 
5.097 
12.83 
5.0 
3.28 
2.86 
8.67 
0.99 
7.26 
Tabic 4.5: Total scattering cross section, for associated strange particle production, as a 
function of £'^ obtained by using the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] and by the Aligarh 
group [34]. 
of associated strange particle production for vi{i>i) induced charged and neutral current 
interactions. Shrock [82] considered the associated production reactions uiN —» IKK and 
uiN -* IKH, where l—ii~,u^ for charged and neutral currents, respectively. The method 
of generalized Born approximation was used, which includes only tree diagrams. Results 
obtained by Shrock [82] for the total scattering cross sections for the reactions VLN -* 
LKA and l>iN -^ IKK are tabulated in Table-4.3. Shrock [82] used axial dipole mass 
A//l=0.95 GeV. It must be pointed out that Shrock [82] did not consider the contribution 
of the contact term, which Aligarh group [34] has found out to be significant. 
Shrock [82] also calculated the cross section for neutral current reactions in the Wein-
berg model with sin^^w:=^. In the KA reactions the s-channel was found to have the 
dominant contribution to the cross section. 
Earlier Fermilab [83] had reported that the cross section for the lowest-mass hadronic 
system is the uiaxinmui and the ASy^O processes have a cross section larger than the cross 
section for AS=0 process i/^n -»/i~A'+A. Their results are presented in Table-4.4. 
In this work, we have compared the charged current total scattering cross section re-
sults obtained by GENIE Monte Cai-lo code [16] with the results obtained by the numerical 
calculation of Aligarh group [34] for the reaction fc'^(i>^)-N(frce) and the results are tabu-
lated in Table-4.5. We find that total .scattering cross section of some processes obtained 
by the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] arc in good agreement with the theoretical results 
obtained by the Aligarh group [34]. Thus, we find that more study is required for the 
weak interaction induced associated particle production processes. Work by the Aligarh 
group [34] is in progress. 
Chapter 5 
Deep Inelas t ic Scattering 
5.1 Deep Inelastic Neutrino Nucleon Scattering 
In the deep inelastic scattcring(DIS) process charged or a neutral Icpton when interacts 
with a nucleon, the nucleon breaks up and loses its identity and a jet of hadrons arc 
produced along with the corresponding Icpton in the final state. Deep inelastic scattering 
is a process by which one can probe the partonic structure of the nucleon. This process 
occurs at large values of the square of four momentum transfer and the energy transfer to 
the final state. 
In the case of charged and neutral current interactions induced by neutrino/antincutrino 
the basic reactions are given by: 
ui{9t){k) + Nip)^l^ik') + X{p'). 
Mhm + Nip) - Mk') + X{p'), (5.1) 
where / stands for e, ^ and r. In the above Eq.(5.1), k , A-' are the four momenta of neutrino 
and the charged lepton respectively, p is the four momenta of tcU'get nuclcon(7V) and p' is 
the four momenta of the jet of hadrons(A!^). In the deep inelastic process projectile neiitrino 
scatters off a quark in the hadron via the exchange of intermediate vector bosons(H'* or 
Z) which is shown in Fig.-5.1. 
In a laboratory frame since, target remains at rest, therefore, its three momentiun will 
be zero. Hence four vectors may be written as: 
k = (£V, k), p = (M, 0), k' - (is", k'), q = k-k',p' = p + q (5.2) 
where E^ is the energy of projectile neutrino, fc is the momentum of the incoming neutrino, 
E' is the energy of outgoing lepton, and k' is the momentum of the outgoing lepton. 
The four momentum transfer square((7^) is defined as: 
q^ = k^ + k'^ - 2k • k', (5.3) 
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X 
Figure 5.1: Feynman diagram corresponding to the charged current deep inelastic scatter-
ing process. 
In the DIS limit k'^^m^^Q and k"^ « m'^ « 0. 
(^ = -2A; • A;' 
This (^ is a negative quantity {(^ < 0) and one defines Q"^ (Q^ > 0) as: 
and the energy transfer 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
^ M M ' 
In the DIS process one introduces Bjorken variable x and y whicli aic dcliiicd as 
a; = 7, = ^, n n T, y = —T = "?; (m lab frame) 
2pq 2(p"g"-p^9^) ' p - k E^ 
For a two body scattering process there are many particles in the final state, the general 
expression of the cross section is given by 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
a — 
I 2m„ 2M f (Pk' 2m, 
Vrel 2E^{k) "^EiP) 
1 
f d^k' 2mi ^ f cPp', yr / 2 M ; \ 
J {2nr 2E'{k') i \ J (27r)3 {j \ 2E[ ) 
N 
xn(^jEEm^(2'^)^'^^(/>+^-^'-Ep9- (5.8) 
where / stands for fermions and b for bosons in the final state X. The index i splits into 
indicas I and j respectively for fermions and bosons. 
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T is the invariant matrix clement and i.s written as: 
-iT = ( ^ ) ui{k')'y<^{\ - 75K(fc) ( ^ 2 r ^ ) ^^l-^"!^^' (•^ •^ ) 
where Gf is the Fermi coupling constant, mw is the mass of the VV boson, ui{k') and Hi,{k) 
are the Dirac spinors of outgoing lepton and incoming neutrino, ui{k')')^{\ - 'y^)Ui,{k) is 
the leptonic current and {X\J„\N) is the hadronic current. 
After performing the phase space integration in Eq.(5.8), the double differential scat-
tering cross section evaluated for a nucleon target in its rest frame is exprcs.scd by: 
d^<._Gr^lJ?\f_jr^Y,:$W^^,, (5.10) 
dn'dE' (27r)2,|)t| W-ml^ 
where Q', E' are respectively the solid angle and energy of the outgoing lepton. 
The leptonic tensor for ncutrino/antineutrino scattering L"^ is given by: 
L"'' = k^k"^ + k^k'" - k.k'g"'^ T u^'^'^kX > (511) 
where -(+) sign is for vi^). 
The hadronic tensor W^g is written as: 
<. = iEi:En/^n(|^)nfe) 
SN X Si 1=1 ^ ^ Uf * ^ je6 \ J / 
n 
{X\J,\N){X\j0\Nr{27T)'d\p + q-J2p'i), (5.12) 
t = i 
In general, hadronic tensor VF^ is given in terms of structure functions (Wf^) which arc 
functions of u and q'^  
+ ^{Paqft - qaPp)W^^''\v, ^2), (5.J3) 
where M is the nucleon mass. In the masslcss limit of leptons the contributions from 
IV4, IV5 and W^ are negligible. Wl' are expressed in terms of dimensionless structure 
functions Fl^{x, Q^), given by the relation 
Ff\x^Q^) = i^wf\u,Q^) (5.14) 
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The structure functions F](x,Q^) and F2(x.Q'^) are related by the Callan-Gross relation 
F 2 ( x ) - 2 x F i ( x ) [84]. 
Wc may write the expression for the differential scattering cross section after contracting 
leptonic tensor and hadronic tensor (in the limit of lepton mass m; —•0): 
± x • y ( l - | ) i ^ ; ^ ^ % • , Q 2 ) } , (5.15) 
where the 4- ( - ) sign stands for the neutrino (antineutrino) cross section. 
The nucleon structure functions arc determined in terms of parton distribution func-
tions(PDFs). Parton distribution functions represent the probability density to find a 
parton with a fraction x of the original momentum within the hadron. Distribution refers 
to how the four momentum splits up between each quark. Parton distribution functions 
are important to determine becau.sc the values measured in Icpton-nucleon DIS can be used 
to predict the rates of many other processes. Till now parton distribution functions are 
experimentally defined and there is no way to prcKlict tluun theoretically. The parton dis-
tribution functions for bound nucleons are experimentally determined in neutrino-nucleon 
deep inelastic scattering. PDFs are given by the various groups like P. Jimenez Delgado 
et al. (GRV/GJR) [SSf, A.D.Martin ct al. (MSTW [86]), S. Alekhin et al. (ALEKHIN) 
f87j, Pavel M. Nadolsky et al. (CTEQ6.6) [88f, and others. Using these PDFs one writes 
the structure functions for quarks as: 
F^" = 2.x[d(3:) + .s(x)+u(x) + c(x)], 
Fa"" = 2x[u(x) + A-(x) + J(x) + c(x)], 
xFa"" = 2x[d(x) + .s(x) - w,(x) - c{x% 
xif ' ' = 2x[u{x) + c(x) - J(x) - s{x)\ (5.16) 
and for antiquarks 
F^^ = 2x[u(x) + c{x) + <i(x) + .s(x)], 
f|" = 2x[d{x) + c{x)+ v{x) + s(x)], 
xF^ = 2x[u(x) + s(x) - d{x) - c(x)], 
xF^" = 2x[d{x) + c(x) - u(x) - s{x)]. (5.17) 
5.2 Deep Inelastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering 
When the interactions given by Eq.(5.1), takes place inside a nuclear target, then as these 
nucleons are not free, medium effects may be important. Eeirlier, in the Monte Carlo used 
for generating neutrino/antineutrino event rates, medium corrections were assumed to be 
very small in the high region of Q"^ and v, and therefore were not accounted for. 
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Nuclear medium effects in the deep inelastic scattering processes have been widely 
discussed after the measurement and comparison of iron and deuterium electromagnetic 
structure functions F^'i'J.^Q'^) by the European Muon Collaboration at CERN using 
charged Icpton beams [89]. Thereafter studies, both theoretical as well as experimen-
tal, have been made in several nuclei. Presently most of the information on nuclear 
medium effects comes from the charged lepton scattering data. The weak structure func-
tions F^{X,Q'^) and F^{x,Q'^) have also been measured using neutrino/antineutrino 
beams [90]-[97]. More experiments arc planned to obtain data in the deep inelastic re-
gion using neutrino/antineutrino beams that will complement the information obtained 
from the charged lepton scattering. The nuclear effects for the weak structure functions 
F^{x, Q"^) and F.^{x, Q^) may be in general different. Moreover, the nuclear correction for 
the weak structure fimction F2^(a;, Q^) may be different from that of the electromagnetic 
structxirc fimction F j ' ' {x.Q"^). The precise measurement of deep inelastic scattering 
i/(P) cross section is also important in providing global fits of the parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) and due to the fact that most of the P{V) experiments are being performed 
with nuclear targets, the nuclear effects should be properly accounted for before extract-
ing the free nuclcon parton distribution function. Furthermore, in the determination of 
clectroweak parameters, a good knowledge of the nuclear medium effects is required. 
When we consider the reaction given in Eq.(5.1) taking place inside a nucleus, there 
are various medium effects and these can be divided into two parts: (i) a kinematic effect 
due the fact that struck nuclcon is not at rest but moving with a' Fermi momentum in 
the rest frame of the nucleus, (ii) The dynamic effect due to the strong interaction of the 
initial state nuclcon in the nuclear medium. 
Recently, Aligarh group [38] has studied nuclear medium effects on the structure func-
tions F2(x,(5^) and F^{x,Q'^) in carbon, iron, and lead nuclear targets. They use a rela-
tivistic nuclcon spectral function [98] to describe the momentum distribution of nuclcons 
in the nucleus and define everything within a field theoretical approach where nuclcon 
propagators arc written in terms of this spectral function. The spectral fimction has been 
calculated using the Lehmann's representation for the rclativistic nucleon propagator and 
nuclear many body theory is used for calculating it for an interacting Fermi sea in nu-
clear matter. A local density approximation is then applied to translate these results to 
finite nuclei [3(), 37, 99]. They have assumed the Callan-Gross relationship for nuclear 
structure functions F2'^{x) and Fi'^(.x). The contributions of the pion and rho meson 
clouds are taken into account in a many body field theoretical approach which is based on 
Refs. (99, 100]. They have taken into accoimt target mass correction following Rcf. [101] 
which has significant effect at low Q"^, moderate and high Bjorkcn x. To take into account 
the shadowing effect which is important at low Q^ ^nd low x, and modulates the contri-
bution of pion and rho cloud contributions, they have followed the works of Kulagin and 
Petti [102, 103]. Since they have applied the present formalism at low Q^ also, hence they 
have not assumed the Bjorken limit. 
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The expression of double differential cross section for charged current ncutrino/antincutrino 
interaction with a nucleus is written as [38]: 
dn'dE' - (2^)2 1^1 \q2 _ ml) ^ - ^ '^'^^ ' ^^-^^^ 
In the above expression, W\ is the nuclear hadronic tensor which can be written in terms 
of nuclear hadronic structure functions W^^{x, Q^): 
5a^) ^V^' + ]v^ (P - - ^ 9,.) {P0 - ^ <!,) Wi ^.1. = (Jf - 9.A ^^ 1^   7  ( '> - 5 <^0 ( ^ - ?l ^ ^ ) 2^^  
^j^^o.0pcrV'q''W^ (5.19) 
where M^ is the mass of the nucleus. L"'^ is the leptonic tensor and it is given in Eq. 
5.11. 
The expression of differential scattering cross section for the charged current neutrino 
nucleus interaction is given in terms of nuclear structure functions W^, as 
V-''^--2Er] ' ±x4y4(l-yJM. 
w' 
)A 
(5.20) 
These nuclear structure functions W^^{x,Q'^) are redefined in terms of the dimensionless 
structure functions F^{x,Q'^) as 
M4TF,^(i/,Q') = F,^{x,Q'') 
uWi{u,Q^) = F,^{x,Q^) (5.21) 
The expressions for F^{XA,Q^) and F^{XA,Q^) in their model are obtained as [38]: 
."y'"', JfCx^.g') (5.23) 
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Figure 5.2: Double differential scattering cross section per neutrino energy at 65 GcV for 
iffi induced charged current deep inelastic scattering process. 
where 5/, [p^, p, p{f)) is the hole spectral function. Spectral functions of nucleons arc the 
function of local Fermi momentum in local density approximation [104]. Since, spectral 
functions are the function of density, hence, they ai'C dynamic in nature. All the required 
nuclear information is hidden in the spectral functions. 
In the above Eq.(5.23) 7 is given by 
9z 
and 
Xyv = 
1 + 
Q' 
4M^-2xi/2 
(5.24) 
2 ( P V - / ' Z 9 . ) 
Using Eq.(5.22) and Eq.(5.23) in the Eq.(5.20) they have calculated the charged current 
neutrino/antineutrino differential scattering cross sections on the various nuclear targets 
[38, 39]. 
5.3 Results and Conclusions 
Here we are presenting the results obtained by the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16]. In 
the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16], the DIS has been considered using Bodek and Yang 
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Figure 5.3: Double differential scattering cross section per neutrino energy at 65 GeV for 
P^ induced charged current deep inelastic scattering process. 
prescription [13]. In the present work we have studied the cross sections for the charged 
current neutrino induced deep inelastic process in '^ ^Fe by using GENIE Monte Carlo 
code [16] and compared the obtained results with the results obtained by the Aligarh 
group [38]. 
Here we are filso presenting the results of double differential cross section at E^ = 
65GcV in ^^Fc for neutrino and antineutrino obtained by Aligarh group [38] in the local 
density approximation. They have calculated the double differential cross section at differ-
ent values of Bjorkcn variable x for Q"^ >1.0 GeV^. These results are shown in Fig-5.2 and 
Fig.-5.3 respectively. We find that the results from the numerical calculation of Aligarh 
group [38] are in agreement with the experimental results of NuTeV [90] and CDHSW [105] 
collaborations. 
Furthermore, we have also shown the results of total scattering cross section per neu-
trino energy for charged current interaction for the reaction Ufr^Fe obtained using the 
GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] at Q^m <l-0 GeV^ and compared our result with the 
results obtained from the another Monte Carlo named as, NUANCE [8] and also from the 
numerical calculation performed by Aligarh group [41]. From Fig.-5.4 we find that the 
results obtained by Aligarh group [41] and by NUANCE Monte Carlo [8] agrees well and 
have the advantage that the resonance background can be excluded, but in GENIE Monte 
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Figure 5.4: ajE^ vs Ey in i/^-'''^ Fe for CC deep inelastic scattering. 
Carlo code [16] there is background from the resonance in the deep inelastic region and 
this background is not excluded yet. Therefore, in GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] for the 
deep inelastic process threshold is very low i.e. of the order of few hundred MeV. 
We find that the total scattering cross section obtained by GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] 
are around 44% higher at £7^=4 GeV, 16% at £'^=10 GeV as compared to Aligarh 
group [41] and around 36% higher at E^=4 GeV, 8% at E^-\Q GeV as compared to 
the NUANCE Monte Carlo code [8]. This difference in the cross sections is due to the 
nuclear medium effects. 
The Aligarh group [38] strongly feels that there is nuclear medium effects present in 
the DIS region also, which depend upon the region of x and y, for which the differential 
cross sections are evaluated. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusion 
Neutrino physics has travelled a long distance since its discovery due to gargantuan efforts 
made both experimentally and theoretically, which has resulted in revealing many myster-
ies about this elusive psirticle. Nevertheless, there are still more unanswered questions than 
answers. Being one of the fundamental constituents of matter, scientist arc making better 
efforts while performing or planning experiments using neutrino beam from a very low 
energy region to very high energy region. In the intermediate energy region of the order 
of 1 GeV also, there are many experiments going on or proposed with. These experiments 
ai-e using nuclear targets. To simulate these events there are many neutrino generators 
like NUANCE, GENIE, etc. In these generators neutrino nucleus cross section is one of 
the inputs, as the neutrino is interacting with a nucleon bound inside a nuclear target. 
It has been realised that for getting better understanding of these neutrinos, knowledge 
of nuclear medium effects are important. Therefore, efforts are being made both theo-
retically as well as experimentally to understand the dynamics of nuclcons in the nuclear 
medium. In this dissertation, we have performed a comparison between the cross section 
results being u.sed in the GENIE Monte Carlo version 2.7.1 [16] and the model developed 
by the Aligarh group [20]-[41j. These studies are made for the charged and neutral current 
induced quasielastic, inelastic and deep inelastic processes. These comparisons have been 
performed for the iron nuclear target. Iron has been proposed as the target material at 
the India-based Neutrino Observatory(INO), to detect atmospheric neutrinos iising iron 
calorimeters. However, this study may also be important for the comparison in other 
nuclear targets and also for the vEirious Monte Carlo generators. 
In chapter 2, we have performed the study for the charged and neutral current neu-
trino/antincutrino induced total scattering cross section, Q^-distribution and lepton en-
ergy (£^()-distribution in iron. These calculations are performed for free nucleons as well 
as bound nucleons inside the nucleus. We find that the results obtained from the models 
used in the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16], which is Llewellyn-Smith Fermi gas model, 
and the model developed by Aligarh group, which is a local Fermi gas model [16], the 
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results are in good agreement both for the total cross section as well as for the various 
distributions. But when the Aligarh group [23] incorporates the nucleon correlations using 
random phase approximation, it has been found that there is a signifirant reduction in the 
cross section as well as in the various distributions. For example, in the f^  -^^ Fe for the 
Q^-distribution, at (5^=0.05 GeV^ this reduction is around 36% and at (5^=0.12 GeV^ it 
is ~38%. While for the reaction E>,,-^^Fe this reduction is about 35% at Q'^=Q.07 GcV^ 
and 23% at Q^=0.5 GeV^. 
Similarly, for neutrino induced process in ^^Fe the reduction in the Icpton energy dis-
tribution is about 44% at the peak value of the Icpton energy Ei=960 MeV, however, with 
the increase in the lepton energy this difference becomes gradually smaller and smaller, 
like it becomes 4% at 700 MeV. While for i/^^-^Fc process, this reduction is around 40% 
at £'/=940 MeV and 28% at £7=700 MeV. These reductions are reflected in the total 
scattering cross section(cr) at low neutrino/antineutrino energies. For example, for the 
neutrino induced process, this reduction is ~30% at £'i,=0.4 GeV, ~17% at E^=1.0 GcV, 
which becomes 15% at E^^2.0 GeV. 
In chapter 3, we have studied the charged current and neutral current v/i? induced 
total scattering cross section in iron for inelastic single pion production processes. In this 
chapter, we have also studied Q^— distribution and pion kinetic energy T,r-distribution 
in iron for charged current inelastic single pion production processes. We have presented 
the results obtained by using GENIE Monte Carlo code [16], which mainly \iscs Rein 
and Sehgal model with some factor that takes care of the medium modifications in an ad 
hoc way, and the model developed by the Aligarh group [25]. Wc find that the results 
are in good agreement for the total cross section as well as for various distributions, 
when the results are obtained without any renormalization effects on the A properties 
and without considering pion absorption effects. However, when the Aligarh group [25] 
include renormalization effects on the A properties and the pion absorption effects, the 
results are different. Aligarh group [25] finds that when renormalization effects on the A 
properties are included in the calculation the reduction in the total cross section for U/^ 
induced single 7r+ production at E^=0.8 GeV is around 48%, 42% at E^=l.2 GeV, and 
35% at Ei,=2.0 GeV, respectively. Furthermore, when pion absorption effects are also 
taken into account there is further reduction in the cross section which is around 30% at 
£;„=0.8 GeV, 39% at E„=1.2 GeV, and 24% at £„=2.0 GeV, respectively. 
While in the case of P^-^^Fe process, the reduction in the cross section when calculated 
with A renormalization effects at £'^=0.8 GeV is around 48%, 42% at £';,=1.2 GeV, and 
34% at E„=2.0 GeV, fi:om the cross section calculated without medium effects. When 
the pion absorption effects are also accounted for the reduction is around 30% at E^=0.8 
GeV, 28% at E^=1.2 GeV, and 23% at £;.,=2.0 GeV, respectively. 
In chapter 4, we have presented the results for the charged and neutral current neu-
trino/antineutrino induced total scattering cross section for the weak associated particle 
production processes. Here the results are compared with the results obtained by using 
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the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] to the results obtained by the Aligarh gi-oup [34]. Ali-
garh gioup has developed a microscopic model which is based on SU(3) chiral Lagrangian. 
This group [34] has also pointed out that contact term has a significant contribution to the 
cross section. We found that the results obtained by the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] 
and by the Aligarh group [34] are in good agreement. 
In chapter 5, we have presented the results for the charged current induced deep inelastic 
scattering process. The results are presented for the double difl'erential scattering cross 
section j ^ ^ " and the total scattering cross section {a). We have compared the results 
of charged current total scattering cross section for the reaction v^^ —^^ Fe, obtained by 
using the GENIE Monte Carlo code [16] to the results obtained by the Aligarh group [41] 
and NUANCE [8] Monte Carlo generator. As deep inelastic scattering process dominates 
in the high energy region, hence, the Monte Carlo generators do not take care of nuclear 
medium effects while Aligarh group [38] has taken into account these effects. Aligarh 
group [38] has found that although deep inelastic scattering is considered a high energy 
process but nuclear medium effects are also important in the different regions of Bjorken 
variables x and y. 
Thus, in this study we conclude that nuclear medium effects play an important role in 
determining the neutrino-nucleus cross section. These medium corrections are different in 
the various processes contributing to the event rates and must be included in the Monte 
Carlo generators. 
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